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For photographs

of alumnae

been back on campus,

LOUISE HOLBORN,

The Editor's Notepad
REUNION

was,

as always,

a festive,

sentimental

affair. Alumnae who arrived before Reunion attended the
second Alumnae
College, made up of four lectures by
faculty. An article describing
this very successful event
appears in this issue. On Friday evening
a FacultyAlumnae sherry and buffet supper helped to set the tone
for pleasant memories. An unusual exhibit at the Lyman
Allyn Museum was well attended after the supper.
On
view was an outstanding
collection of doll furniture arranged in especially-made
doll houses.
The collection
is a gift of Mrs. Moss Baratz of New London (mother of
Frances Baratz McNeil
'40 and aunt of Frances Sears
Baratz

'40).

Curator

Edgar

Mayhew

was

host

to

the

fortunate

enough to have

see pages 4-12.

Professor of Government, has

been appointed
advisor to the Peace Corps. In a recent
conversation she said that the Peace Corps is looking for
men and women of all ages. There is particular need for
people to teach Spanish and French. "It is important for
the alumnae to realize," she stated, "that the Peace Corps
is interested in receiving applications
from persons who
have been out of college for some time and particularly
from

married

couples."

DEAN

NOYES

commented

with

pleasure

on

the

number of alumnae out several years who are returning
to study or preparing
to enter teaching.
She remarked
that it would be a help to faculty recommending
these
alumnae if they would send in a few facts about pertinent
post-graduation

activities

when

they request

recommenda-

tions.

alumnae.

THE CLASS OF '62 started what they hope will

On Saturday, before class picnics, visits and tours of
the changing campus began, alumnae attended the Annual
Meeting of the Alumnae
Association (highlights
of the
Meeting are recorded on page 16). Sarah Pithouse Becker
'27, our charming and able president, concluded her 3-year
term of office, and on July first was succeeded by Elizabeth
J. Dutton '47, who brings to the office years of experience
as a devoted

member

of the Association.

The All-Alumnae
its serious ones.
union, presented

Banquet

become

and

The Class of '37, attending its 25th ReMiss Park with $3000, the largest class

tradition.

This past spring

each sen-

IF YOU CARE to refresh your tired mind, you might
start

had its gay moments

~ permanent

ior contributed
to Palmer Library a book in her major
field. Books were chosen from a list recommended
by
faculty members in each department,
and every book had
a bookplate giving the class year and inscribed by the donor.

on the

freshmen

summer

reading

list.

Before

set-

ting foot on campus, this year's freshmen will have read:
John F. Kennedy's
To Turn the Tide; B. M. Zeigler's

in her final talk to the alumnae of Connecticut
College.
A short account of her talk appears herein. (Miss Park's

Desegregation and the Supreme COUft; James Baldwin's
Notes of a Native Son; R. F. Gallagher's Nuremberg, The
Third Reich On Trial; H. Collwitzer's Dying We Live;
E. Crankshaw's Khrushchev's RUSSia; and The Hungarian
Revolt, by R. Lett is and W. W. Morris. The theme of the
reading centers on The Individual's Responsibility for Good
and Evil in his Society. During Freshmen Week, freshmen

final statement to the College appears in her "Report of
the President 1946-1962,"
in which she explores issues

will be addressed by F. Edward Cranz, Professor
tory, and then meet 3 times in small discussion

fundamental

They

gift in the history of the College. Skits were amusing,
anJ the 3 recipients of the Agnes Berkeley Leahy Award
were not only deserving
Miss Park

concluded

to education

but unusually
the Banquet

photogenic.
on a serious

note

and to the College).

ON THE COVER:
Alumnae expressing
thanks to Miss Park at the All-Alumnae

their affectionate
Banquet.
Photo

by Perry Studios.

will also see 4 programs

Editor:
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Reunion
Celebrities

2

Roberta Newton Blanchard '21, Agnes Berkeley Leahy
Award winner, and Ruth Newcomb ex '20.
1.

2. Elizabeth C. Wright, one of the founders of the
College, with Robert H. Pierce, Director of Development.
3. Elizabeth
Association.

J.

Dutton

'47, new president of the Alumnae

4. Winifred
Nies Northcott
the Lyman Allyn Museum.
5.

janet

M.

Frisch Garlock
6.

4

Paine

'27,

'38,

Trustee, at

Tnctee, with Char/ott::
of Fund Agents.

Alumnae

'25, chairman

Alumnae

Pre-Banquet cocktail party.

J

4

5

5

6

Marjorie Ddley (above) lectures on African Politicsto
attentive alumnae (left)
During this academic year Miss
Dilley will be in Uganda at Makerere Co!Jege, teaching
there for the second time.

Utopias Unlimited
Alumnae College considers
promised lands of past and future
By M-ARClA BERNSTEIN

problem of providing a continuing intellectual
THEstimulus
to graduates even after they have left the
fold is one faced by every American college today. Colleges, a wellspring of intellectual growth for many, are
exploring new ways to prime the pump during the dry
spells of post-college life.
Connecticut College is meeting this challenge with
an expanding program of lectures and discussion specifically designed for alumnae, Several years ago the Alumnae
Association, in response to demands from its members,
asked the College to develop a program that would make
corning back to college more than just a sentimental journey. With the blessings of Miss Park, a faculty-alumnae
committee worked out the reunion lectures which were
held for a few years prior to 1961. That year Alumnae
College, expanded and rescheduled, became a separate
event. In 1962 Alumnae College brought together about
6

SIEGEL '54

50 alumnae for a full day and evening of classesbefore
the start of reunion.
The theme was "Utopias: Dreams, Problems, Realities," and the participants considered literature, technology and modern world problems in relation to the
. d
Utopian concept. The alumnae were thoughtful, surpn.se,
even indignant; they were stimulated. And the diSCUSSIOns
overflowed from the Hale Laboratory lecture hall into ~he
coffee breaks and lunch, swirled about groups gathenng
. as the "dt"met
f'or supper, and bubbled up agalO
stu en s
at the alumnae banquet Saturday night.
"Utopia or Else," Alumnae Warned
To epen the series Thursday night Assistant Prof~ssor
of English Peter ]. Seng spoke on the topic, "Utopia or
Else." Dr. Seng traced the Utopian idea throughout h,IStory as a subject of man's thought. "Utopia," he said,
"stands for the impossible, the impracticable and the hope-

Perry St edios

lessly idealistic." Of all the Utopian conceptions in history, he said, the Garden of Eden was the only one fully
realized, because men have always preferred to take their
chances with the existing scheme of things rather than
construct a new form of society. Utopian concepts from
the Promised Land to the League of Nations have captured man's imagination, personified his protest, but outdistanced attainment.
However, Mr. Seng warned, modern technology has
given us the means not only to revolutionize men's
thought but to end it. For this reason society must find
a new Utopia, a new way of dealing with its problems.
He pointed out that we must learn to see all news
events as one story, not as separate stories. The rising
nations of Africa and the segregation problem in the South
are not two stories but one, he stated, and they in turn
are related to the O. A. S. terrorism in Algeria, and to
Hitler's campaign to exterminate the Jews during World
War II. "We need to end our insufferable national moral
rectitude, which assumes no way of life is as good as
OUl own," Mr. Seng said.
He said the main problem of the world is economic,
the problem of the Haves and the Have Nots. He said
a solution to the economic problem would pave the way
for easing of the three related problems of nationalism,
racism and war.
In the discussion period which followed the introductory session there was concern for the emergence of
the African nations, for the unrest in South America, for
the future of the U. N., and for the growing complexity
and interrelatedness of economics and politics. Is the
student today aware enough, and idealistic enough, to begin to create the modern Utopia? There is an increase in
political activity of all persuasions on campus, Mr. Seng
said, and. those present recalled their own student days periods of radical agitation, and also of isolation.
literary

Forms and Science

Fiction

Century Idealism vs. 20th Century Realism"
and "Science, Fiction and the Future" were the titles of
Friday morning's sessions, led by the Dean of the College
and Professor of English Gertrude E. Noyes, and Professor of Chemistry Oliver L. Brown.
Miss Noyes discussed Utopia as a literary form. She
said it is associated with the novel, the essay and the
literature of travel, but, because its purposes are different,
it differs from each of these. Utopias have an especially
close relationship to satire, the Dean said. Because they
detach the mind from physical reality by creating an
imaginary setting, Utopias can encourage critical judgments while proposing idealistic alternatives to the existing
social structure.
In :l review of the books assigned as advance reading
for Alumnae College Miss Noyes said the Utopias of the
"Loth

PETER

J.

SENG

late i oth century, such as Edward Bellamy's Looking Backand Samuel Butler's Brehioon, were critical of the
faults that were growing out of the Industrial Revolution,
but they were hopeful that these faults could be remedied.
H. G. Wells, in his Modem Utopia, represented the transition from the toth to the 20th century. Modern Utopias
are really satires in Utopian form, the Dean said. Such
stories 3.S Huxley's Brave New IVorid and George Orwell's
1984 are really anti-Utopias in the sense that they represent a future highly-developed world, but not necessarily
an ideal one. They reflect the authors' alarm at the conflicting ideologies of the modern world.
Mr. Brown noted that science fiction differs from
Utopian literature in that it does not make value judgments. Science fiction, he said, does not criticize the prevailing social order, as Utopias do. Science fiction takes
one aspect or trend, such as the expanding population or
ward

•
Marcia Bernstein Siegel '54 is assistant in press relations
at the College. During this past summer she was in charge
of publicity for the School r;;f Dance and American Dance
Festival,
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Afr ics..n politics
the growth

of automation,

and

it possesses the whole society.
Most science fiction, Mr.

develops
Brown

that
said,

idea

until

presupposes

titudes,

Miss

guidance.
As the women

justice.

lege

Confused Child of Colonialism
In the final lecture, Professor
of Government
Department

Chairman

Marjorie

R. Dilley

described

frican Politics,' based on her experiences as a member of
the faculty at Makerere College in Uganda in 1958. Miss
Dilley returned to Africa this summer under the auspices
of the State Department
for another year at Makerere.
She

told

the

alumnae

Americans

must

almost no generalizations
about Africa are
cause of its diversity.
"We must give up our
she said. "We cannot assume that Africans
tually inferior.
But neither can we assume

realize

in time."
Miss Dilley
nants of colonial
mandate system,

said Africa's problems
arise from remrule that are difficult to undo.
The dual
under which the British created
native

chic.fs to share ru~e with t~em, has resulted in a group of
Africans favored 10 education, wealth and influence. These
~hi~fs are resente~ by other Africans,
who now oppose
indirect rule. Africans are collectivist minded,
Miss Dilley said, but their concept of collectivism
is "communitarinn:' rat~er than communistic.
Their political ideas are
eclectic, belllg drawn from American,
British and French
concepts as well as from communistic
ones.

8

join

their

were new books
discussion
with
women,

old

left

of two at-

to act independent!

the final session of Alumnae Col.

classmates

in reunion

on the faces under

festivities, there

the funny hats. There

to read, new ideas to mull over. Through
their teachers
and with other educated

problems

took

on

a new significance. One

felt the vitality of Alumnae
College was not ended: that
it produced
a concern that was to flow out to other communities

and

enrich

a new

possible
beprejudices,"
are intellecthe 'inverse

if the Europeans
had not intervened
in
civilizations
would have developed
there

Studios

a combination

the desire

stream

of students.

that

prejudice,'
that
Africa, superior

Perry

to

was a seriousness
and
"A-

said:

of the former colonial. rulers, and the need to depend o~
those same European
Interests
for economic and cultural

that the future will be characterized
by a highly-organized
world government
which will produce general peace and
Africa:

represents

Dilley

•
Reading List
Asirnov, I., The Naked Son, Doubleday, 1957,
$2.95
Bellamy,
Edward,
Looking
Backward, Signet,
$.50, (paperback)
Aldous,
Brave New W'orld and Brave
New
Wodd
Revisited, (Harper's Mod.
Classics), Harper, 1960, $1.60

Huxley,

Two

reading

in the March

lists on Africa
1962

appeared

issue of the

News.

All-Alumnae

Banquet

Miss Park gives gracious thanks to the Alumnae Association for their parting
gift to her, an early allegorical pen and sepia wash drawing of the German
school, c. 1600, entitled "Foundation of the Monastery at Heiligenberg."
Sally Becker shares the rostrum. At left is Roberta Newton Blanchard; Dean
Gertrude E. Noyes is at the right.

"Rosemary, that's for Remembrance"
A RESOLUTION

by ELIZABETH J. DUTTON
President of the Almnnae Association

with an introduction

THE

All-Alumnae
Banquet at this year's Reunion was
a farewell party in honor of Miss Park. It was no
easy task for the eight reuning classes to express the thanks
and affection of all the classes from 1919 to 1962, but
those eight classes undertook the task and accomplished
it with warmth and wit.
There was hilarity in the class skits, especially in the
Class of 1937's, which reminded Miss Park that they were
the ones who had first taken her in hand when she was
a very young housefellow.
There was affection in the
honorary W.L.P. degree (Well Loved President),
bestowed
upan her by Sally Pithouse Becker '27, President of the
Alumnae Association.
There was awareness of the contributions, both tangible and intangible,
which she has
made to Connecticut College in the Resolution which appears below and which was read to her by Roberta Newton
Blanchard '21. There was, finally, an expression of all
that could not be othe-rwise expressed in the singing of
"Our Hearts and Hands."
Miss Park's own remarks on that evening are reported

'47

in this issue. Those of us who were there to hear her felt,
as I think you will feel, that by her urging us to devote
our energies to the support of the private liberal arts college, she showed us the way in which we may continue to
say thank

you to her over the coming

years.

HEREWITH,
a resolution to be spread upon the minutes of the annual meeting of the executive board
of the Connecticut
College Alumnae
Association,
that
honor may be tendered with affection and thanks, to its
most distinguished
member, honoris causa, Rosemary Park.
In twenty-seven years, roots reach deep, and very deep
indeed when the years have been dynamic growth ones
for the students, for this College, and for one in whose
hands

this growth took place.
Rosemary Park is going away, and as with a fine tree
to be transplanted,
the small feeder roots are dipped a year
ahead so that tree and root system may learn to live apart,

9

so she iast faii clipped the deep-laid filaments of habit
of life on a windy hill when she told us for growth's
sake, both for this College and for herself, she would go
to Barnard College in New York.
But all the roots are never dipped away and on this
campus there will always be "Rosemary, that's for remembrance."

Decades from now if some man from outer space
should find this resolution, he might say, "Who was this
member of the Connecticut College Alumnae Association,
honoris causa, so great that no words of rank, degree, or
achievement appear to say why she is so honored?"
For
the hypothetical man from Mars, then, not for her fellow
alumnae, who know her deeds and honors well, we say:
Be it resolved that since September 1946 when she became
President of Connecticut College, Rosemary Park, has, to
quote a large New York daily newspaper, "given Connecticut College its best days, increasing its educational value
by enlarging the plant and revitalizing the curriculum."

A ND

so this day in June 1962, we, the members of
the Connecticut College Alumnae Association, place
on record the unique contributions she has made to this
College; first her brilliance as a scholar has set the theme
of what is most important in a liberal arts college for women, fine scholarship.

Second, the building of a faculty second to none in
quality by her devoted attention to this area of her job.
Third, her extra curricular gift of persuasion in the
field of finance. She has convinced the American business
man that it does n~t rem,ove the bloom from the peach
to educate the Amencan gl.rl. For the Connecticut College
50th Anniversary Fund, friends, business firms, and alum.
nae put $3,100,000 in her "little tin cup."
She achieved this goal with a direct simplicityand
charm of manner, the same for the director of the Ford
Foundation
as for a freshman student or a returning
alumna.
W,=-commend her for her honors which have reflected
glory on this College, as well as herself. She has received
while with us, ten honorary degrees: Doctor of Laws
Doctor of Letters, and Doctor of Humane Letters, Fro~
Wesleyan University in 1948, Mt. Holyoke College1955,
Trinity 1952, Douglass Coliege 1956, Wheaton College
1954, Yale University 1958, and in June 1962 she has
been honored with the Doctor of Laws degree from Brown
University, the University of Bridgeport, New York University, and Columbia University. In 1961, her own alma
mater gave her the Radcliffe Graduate Chapter Medalfor
distinguished
achievement.
Her contributions
to education in every field have
beer, humanitarian and brilliant. We, the membersof this
Association, thank her and wish her well.

Skits, ,a feature of ~he all-alumnae banquet, are a vehicle for the presentanon of class gifts to the CoJIege. Some classes revived SODas of
their college .days; others reminded the audience, in original poetry and
proSE, of their perpetual youth and their devotion to Cc.

Banquet

10

Photos

by Perry StudioJ

Sally Becker drapes a lei of flowers on Miss
Park's shoulders as a symbol of the trip to
the Orient which Miss Park plans for the
late summer and fall before taking up her
duties in New York.

Miss Park Gives Final Talk to Alumnae
By MARCIA BERNSTEIN SIEGEL '54

pRESIDENT
Rosemary Park
sounded a sober note as she said
farewell to the alumnae at the
Banquet which climaxed the Reunion
Weekend. Miss Park said colleges
such as Connecticut have a vital role
to fill in the preservation of freedom,
and that they are in danger of not
being able to fill that role.
Colleges are in danger, she said,
because of a lack of qualified teachers
and because of the nation's growing
attention to scientific achievement at
the expense of the liberal arts.
The president compared the college
to a country. "Both institutions," she
said, "give you something you can
never pay back. A country gives the
form of freedom and democracy, and
the college must fill that form with
meaning." She said that in modern

times man has been increasingly concerned with how to use his freedom.
She said the liberal arts college has a
duty to provide its students with a
sensitivity to the historical procession
of the human race, with an awareness of their involvement 10 the
present, and with a sense of the
ultimate.
"Beautiful as this College may be,
and filled with tender memories for
you, it is not a cozy, lovely playground," Miss Park said. "It is part
of the attempt of the Western
World to stay free. We are not trivial,
we are essential, and because we are
essential, we have a claim on your
loyalty."
In recalling the changes in the
College during her IS-year tenure
Miss Park noted the growth of the

physical plant of the campus, the increased enrollment, the retirement of
important members of the faculty and
staff, and the change from a fivecourse to a four-course curriculum.
A more intangible change, but an
essential one, the president said, is
the role of the federal and state
government in financing of research
and building projects.
"There is concern with the degree
of federal penetration into the colleges," she said, "but we must have
confidence that federal participation
will not lead to control." She said
federal aid must be combined with
private philanthropy if the colleges
are to continue to meet their responsibilities in the fields of fundamental research and education for
larger numbers of students.
11

THE AGNES BERKELEY LEAHY AWARDS

\Xfioners were, left to right, Eleanor Jones Heilman,
and Emily Warner.

Roberta Newton

Blanchard

ROBERTA NEWTON BLANCHARD,
Class of 1921; who for forty-one years
has served the Alumnae Association in numerous capacities; as Boston Club
President and class officer, as Association President, and as Alumnae Trustee; still
shares with all members her creative talent, flair for the dramatic, wit and charm,
while carrying out her alumnae activities with effective ease and assurance.
EMILY WARNER, Class of 1925; as President of the Alumnae Association,
Alumnae Trustee, Chairman of the Finance Committee, organizer of the Rochester
Club, active club worker in New York and Cleveland, and class president; has
brought to all her many offices good judgment, wise counsel and great administrative competence - qualities which continue to strengthen and benefit our Alumnae Association.
ELEANOR JONES HEILMAN,
Class of 1933; having shared her perceptive
knowledge of education in all phases of alumnae responsibility as Association
President, Alumnae Trustee, Philadelphia Club President, and class officer, continues as an alumnae representative to aid the Admissions Office through scholarship screening, and to serve as :l wise, capable and understanding club leader.

12

Three Retirements
Societies and will travel to Oxford, London, Paris, Florence and Rome. In 1963 she will become a Teaching
Scholar at the College.

retirements were announced by the Board of
Trustees in May: Dr. F. Dorothy Bethurum, Lucretia
Allyn Professor of English and chairman of the department for 21 years, Dr. Lilian Warnshuis, College resident
physician, and Sarah R. Jones, instructor in zoology.
Students for 22 years have been grateful for the
privilege of having studied with Miss Bethurum, a brilliant teacher and a distinguished scholar. This fall she
will be doing research abroad on the philosophical sources
of Chaucer's treatment of nature and love. She has received a grant from the American Council of Learned
THREE

Dr. Warnshuis, for whom the Infirmary has been
named, will continue to live in New London. Her plans
include travel, relaxation and writing.
Mrs. Jones, who came to the College in 1937, will
continue as a Teaching Assistant in the zoology department.
The statements below and on the following page
were written by friends and colleagues of these three ladies .

•

•

•

~(W HEN

Miss Bethurum came to Connecticut College
as chairman in 1940, she was faced by a challenge
of unenviable proportions: it was her lot to follow in the
footsteps of John Edwin Wells, a scholar of the old school,
redoubtable and authoritarian, an expert and indefatigable
historian of literature. She made it her task to reshape
our English offerings in line with a revolution which was
taking place at that time and which radically shifted the
balance from the historical to the critical approach to literature. This she was able to do superbly, for, besides
being a most able administrator, she is a combination of
perceptive and sensitive critic and thoroughly grounded
historian, as her recent brilliant critical articles on Chaucer
and her definitive edition of Wulfstan respectively make
very clear. Thus while the department under her direction
adjusted to an era of criticism - and more than merely
adjusted, too; it marched steadily forward - it did not
go to the extreme of renouncing its heritage of historical
scholarship.
"Alumnae who have studied under Miss Bethurum or
know her otherwise will not need to be told that she
is en exciting person intellectually and a delightful and
charming friend. To her students she has always been a
sort of goddess, but a most approachable one. And she
has always been the focus of a department that has lots
of fun together."
DOROTHY BETHURUM

H. M. SMYSER

Professor

of English
13

DR. LILIAN W ARNSHUIS

ttDR.

Warnshuis' Scottish birth and
education, her graduate study
in Germany, her teaching and administrative work during fifteen years in
India, and - after her marriage to
"Dr. John" - in New York City,
have given her both wide professional
experience and sympathetic insight into the problems that assail body and
soul. When Dr. Lilian came to Connecticut College in 1949 it was immediately apparent that, for her, the
Hippocratic oath was ever in mind.
The patient was paramount. No pa-

tient was a type; each was individual,
and troubled. This trouble, whatever
its source, must be discovered and
aided. Sympathy was even more efficacious than penicillin, although the
best in wonder drugs was never lacking, when they were essential.
For
every student Dr. Warnshuis was both
confidante and counsellor; faculty, administration, employees likewise carried
their worries to her as well as their
bursitis and those odd symptoms which
for her held no mystery. How often
have we heard her reassuring: "1 know

•
(tTHIS

June Sarah R. Jones completed twenty-five years of
loyal and devoted service to Connecticut College and the department
of zoology. Born in Delaware, Mrs.
Jones received her B.A. in physiology
at Goucher. After her graduation, she
assisted the famous Dr. Carrell with
his tissue culture for two years before
marrying and going to India for five
years. With her husband, Edward M.
Jones, she then came to Mystic,
where she was active in civic affairs,
organizing the first Girl Scout troops
there and taking part in P.T.A. and
D.A.R. affairs. She has been treasurer
of the latter group ever since.
14
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just what you mean; I've had it my.
self. It's unpleasant, but you needn't
worry." And we didn't. If Dr. Warnshuis promised that the ailment would
continue
to be "unpleasant," we
braced ourselves with suddenly discovered courage; if she said we need
not worry, then everything was under
control. She KNEW! - and we knew
that she would be quick to providethe
best remedy for recovery.
"As she leaves the Infirmary named
for her, we shall remember this warm
understanding of our woes; the bracing quality of her expectation that
we would face reality with dignity;
the quiet flashes of humor enlivening
each office visit; the equally quiet acceptance of her own illnesses and accidents; .the total lack of fuss and
strain.
Her foresight in averting
epidemics when other colleges were
cancelling classes and quarantining
dormitories, her calmness and sense
of proportion in a crisis, her justice
tempered with mercy for the ma.ing.
erer - these qualities will alwaysdistinguish Dr. Warnshuis for us at Cc.
Most of all we admire and love her
for her dedicated spirit. She cameto
the College "not to be ministeredunto
but to minister," and her examplehas
awakened many to the rich joys of
selfless service. We give thanks for
her years among us, and we rejoicein
the thought of friendship with her in
the years to come."
CATHERINE

OAKES

Principal, IViltiams Memorial Insthnte

•

In 1937 she joined the faculty of
the College working during the summers for her M.A. at Boston University with Dr. Lutz in investigation
of factors producing
inflammation.
While her special liking has been
physiology,
In
which she assisted
Miss Botsford for many years, she
has also been associated with the
introductory course from the start.
In this connection she has broadened
her interests to include marine ecology
as well as other areas of general
zoology. We are glad that she will
still be with us for the coming year."
DOROTHY

Professor

RICHARDSON

of Zoology

SARAH

R.

JONES

A New Spirit

•

1il
By

Clubs
ELEANOR

HINE

KRANZ

'34

Director of Club Relations

T HERE

is a. fresh new spirit permeating our clubs, a
renewed mterest in matters intellectual. Speakers,
panels end fOfW11S are becoming the order of the day,
adding to the usual

fare

of general

social

activities.

Fun

continues to be the catalyst for alumnae groups, but when
the fun is seasoned

with

the spice of thought,

the results

are greater interest and satisfaction.
It would be our guess that alumnae received their
biggest boost when Alumnae Council weekend was inaugurated. The return to the scene of remembered youth,
fun and study, the mental stimulus of discussions of common problems with others from geographically distant
points,

the garnering

of

fresh' ideas

to take home

and

present as a gift to those who stayed behind, and the
welcome vacation from the mundane world all of
these helve produced a new feeling that the alumna-alma
mater relationship is a two-way street, that the College
has much to offer the alumna in return for her devoted
support.
Although clubs near to home base are naturally better
able to call upon members of the faculty, distance need
not prevent the participation of far-away clubs in intellectual programs. Local talent in the field of education may
be used, or meetings may be built around the discussion
of books suggested by reading lists published in the
Alumnae News. Furthermore, alumnae returning to campus
for reunion may attend Alumnae College, now a fulIfledged and important addition to reunion events. Clubs
engaged in consulting with' secondary school guidance
counsellors aJso find themselves stewing in the nation-wide
ferment in education. All of these activities provide the
alumna with food for thought and heIp to present the
College to local communities in a most favorable light.
The Alumnae Association now has 37 clubs. Most
of them, quite naturally, are concentrated in the East, but
the Middle West and the Far West are strongly represented. These latter clubs are exceedingly important as
they add to the national stature of our College. (We hope
the gals in the: South are reading us and will decide to
take appropriate action!)

Westchester Club Forum - Richard Lovitt, Associate Professor ot History (left), and Marvin Harder, Associate
Professor of Government, ioere speakers at a Forum SP01Isored by the CC Club of IVestchester in April. The Forum,
tnled "A Recent Look at American History," was attended
by many alumnae in the area. Janet Keilock Dowling '52,
vice president and program chairman of the club, introduced the speakers and moderated the question peviod.

Hear ye once again the basic reasons for forming
alumnae clubs:
1. To foster good public relations
2. To establish close relationships with local secondary schools
3. To channel news of developments at the College
4. To raise funds for the College (after paying for
club maintenance and for sending a representative
to Alumnae Council)

As few as ten alumnae may organize an area. A club
may hold as few as two meetings annually. The rewards
are great in terms of fun, fellowship, intellectual stimulation and the real satisfaction that always comes from helping a good cause.
"Loyalty to CC,
Faith, friendship and love."
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Annual Meeting of the Alumnae Association
By MARION W .....RREN RANKIN

Pithouse Becker '27, PresiSARAH
dent, extended a warm welcome
to alumnae at the Annual Meeting of
the Alumnae
Association,
Saturday

morning, June 16, 1962 at 10:00
a.m. in Palmer Auditorium. The Class
of 1937, celebrating its 25th Reunion,
was asked

to rise while

alumnae

ap-

of the Association

for

plauded.
The

Budget

1962-1963 of $46,800 was accepted
by the assembly as presented
by
Priscilla

Pasco

'39.

Chairman

of the

Finance Committee.
Winifred Nies Northcott
'38,
Scholarship Chairman, proudly announced

that

the

Alumnae

Scholar-

ship would be awarded in a novel
way. Diana and Jacqueline Hall, twin
daughters of Constance Smith Hall
'43

and

incoming

Freshmen

are

to

share the Scholarship. "Double the
quantity and two for the price of
one," she said.
The Reunion Chairman, Jane Griswold Holmes '33, reported 42 participants at Alumnae College and a
total registration of 265. 1943 proved
to be the banner class in attendance.
Eleanor Hine Kranz ' 34, Chairman
of Club Relations, quoted the words
of her predecessor, Virginia Eggleston Smith '24, to her last June: "You
have the best job of all." The following excerpts show the scope of her
job.
The Alumnae Association now has
37 clubs from coast to coast. This
points up the national significance
of the College. The Peninsula Club
in the San Francisco area has just
recently been granted a charter; the
Akron Club has been reactivated; a
new charter was granted to the
Princeton, New Jersey, Club on June
14; a club is in the process of formation in Birmingham, Michigan.
Eleanor stated that one area
seriously lacking in club representation
16

'35,

Secretary

is the South. She said: "If any of you
come from areas such as Florida, the
Carolinas, Louisiana or Texas, or any
area which might be able to produce
ten or more alumnae within visiting
distance of each other, for goodness'
sake, amalgamate. I hope all of you
who haven't will join your local dub,
and those of you who have, will do
all you can to keep your clubs lively,
interesting and inteIlectuaIly satisfying."
The Alumnae Fund Chairman, who
is also Chairman of Class Agents,
Charlotte
Frisch Garlock
'25, reported an exciting and challenging
year. "This has been a year of
transition from the 3-year Capital
Funds Drive to the resumption of our
Alumnae Annual Giving Program in
cooperation with the College. The
task of organizing
815
alumnae
agents within 43 classes across the
country has been a tremendous undertaking. To date, we have raised
$44,000. This is by no means a final
figure." She expressed her gratitude
to all those who bore responsibility
for this program. In concluding she
stated that an evaluation would be
made of the project with the hope
that the experience gained this year
will result in a more effective job in
the future.
Janet M. Paine '27, Senior Trustee,
mentioned three important happenings
of the past year. First, the change in
curricular requirements from five to
four courses; secondly, the reestablishment of the Alumnae
Annual
Giving Program in cooperation with
the College; and last, but certainly
not least, the appointment
of Dr.
Charles E. Shain as President of Connecticut
College.
Three
alumnae
served on the Selection Committee:
Sally Becker, Charlotte Keefe Durham '19, and Janet Paine.
The results of the 1962 elections

were announced by Frances Brooks
Foster '30, Chairman of the Nominating Committee:
President: Elizabeth J. Dutton '47
Secretary: Roldah Northup
Cameron '51
Director from the 20's: Janet
Boomer Barnard '29
Director from the 50's: Mary
Ann Woodard Thomp.
son '50
She announced that the following
offices are to be filled in 1963: First
Vice-President, Director from the 40's
and Chairman of the Nominating
Committee.
She urged alumnae to
send suggestions to her for next year's
slate which will be considered by the
Nominating Committee.
President Sally Becker then revealed
her busy schedule this last year of her
term of office. She has presided at
five Executive Board Meetings and
attended many other committee meetlOgS, such as Reunion Chairmen,
Class
Agents,
Finance, TrusteeAlumnae Development. She has had
the pleasure of extending Association
greetings at the 50th Anniversary
Celebration, also of presiding at the
Senior-Alumnae
Dinner, Alumnae
Council, Alumnae Day, and Alumnae
Reunion programs.
She said that it was an honor to
serve as a member of the Selection
Committee for the appointment of a
new President. She was happy to have
been able to attend the All-College
Assembly when Dr. Shain's appoint·
ment was announced and he was
presented to the College community.
She spoke to the Connecticut College Clubs of Hartford, Central New
Jersey and Philadelphia and attended
a morning coffee in Princeton.
In expressing her appreciation of a
job well done to the retiring members
of the Executive Board: Marion War·

ren Rankin '35, Secretary; Susan
Chittenden Cuningham '27, Director
from the 20's; Alice Hess Crowell
'50, Director from the 50's; Charlotte
Frisch Garlock '25, Alumnae Fund
Chairman, she also gave a sincere
thank you for the entire Board's cooperation and excellent contribution to
the Association and the College. Work
beyond the call of duty was performed by the office staff: Sadie Coit
Benjamin '19, Controller; Amy Stiles,
Secretary, and our Executive Secretary,
Charlotte Crane '25, who gave her
effective leadership and outstanding
performance.
She affirmed her utmost confidence
in the ability, integrity and willingness
to accept responsibility of her successor, Elizabeth Dutton.
"These have been a very happy and
rewarding three years, especially so

because of the many capable alumnae
who have given of their time and
talents on a volunteer basis all
cooperating and working together for
the best interest of this, our College."
The concluding report was made by
Charlotte Beckwith Crane, Executive
Secretary, who said: "Because of the
efficiency of the President and the
members of the Board, my report
will be brief." She thanked the members of the Alumnae Office Staff for
their efficient work during the year.
The usual functions of the office
have been carried on: keeping the
records of names and addresses up
to date, many services to clubs and
classes, implementing the programs
for special alumnae events on campus,
acting as liaison between the Association and the Faculty and Adrninistra-

•

•

The Trustees' Corner
By

MARY FOULKE MORRlSSON

Secretary of the Board

THE

Board accomplished a great
deal at the May meeting, as the
work of the Executive Committee had
to be handled at the same time. We
passed a memorial minute for F. Valentine Chappell, second chairman of
the Board of Trustees (1914-20) and
a member of the Board of Trustees
from the beginning until ill health
forced his retirement two years ago.
We accepted the resignations of
some of our administrative staff: Mr.
Wheeler, Superintendent of Grounds,
Me. Chapman and Mrs. Vail, who
have been with us a long time (Mr.
Wheeler came to the College in 1917);
arranged for the building and other
work to be done this summer, including waterproofing and repairs for the
Auditorium and Fanning, remodelling
North Cottage for faculty housing,
an addition to the Nursery School and

the installation of the telescope on
Bill Hall - this last made possible
by a gift from a Trustee.
We voted to sell part of the Williams St. land to New London for a
housing project and use the proceeds
for the renovation of the Quadrangle
dormitories and Thames Hall, the last
for the use of the English Department.
We also set up the Morton F. Plant
professorshi p (not yet decided whether in history or fine arts) In recogmtion of his distinguished services to
the College and of the continuing
generosity of his family.
Miss Park reported that we expect
1139 resident students in 1962-63,
plus 38 in Emily Abbey and Vinal
(originally a co-op dormitory) and 3S
day and graduate students. Total: 1212
plus special students.
Following a suggestion of Miss

tion, helping to work out the new
Class Agent system, to name but a
few.
As the Alumnae Association continues to grow in numbers, the volume
of work in the Alumnae Office increases. It is estimated that approximately 225,000 pieces of mail, from
one to forty pages, will have been
processed in the Alumnae Office
from July 1, 1961 to June 30, 1962.
"The reward for all this comes at
Reunion time when the names and
statistics we work with all year are
transformed into real and wonderful
people."
The Annual Meeting concluded
with the motion by Jane Holmes that
a rising vote of thanks be extended
to Sally Becker for the outstanding
job she has done as President.

•
Park's that the Trustees examine all
aspects of co-education and women's
education in general, the chairman
and the president were authorized to
appoint a small committee to explore
the "breadth, depth and future of women's education" and report in a
year's time.
We set up the Rosemary Park professorship to be assigned by the
Trustees and to be awarded to a faculty member in any field of the liberal
arts. First recipient: Mr. F. Edward
Cranz, Professor of History.
The final business was the appointment of an interim committee, Miss
Eastburn, Dean Noyes and Mrs. Morrisson, for the period between Miss
Park's departure on July 31 and President Shain's arrival on August 20,
to handle all matters which cannot
wait the arrival of Mr. Shain.
We finished just in time for the
Assembly in honor of (and a surprise
to) Miss Park. It was planned and
handled beautifully by the students.
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TREASURER'S REPORT, JULY 1, 1961 TO JUNE 30, 1962

Cash balance

J ul y

s

1, 1961

Receipts
Connecticut
College
Refunds
Travel Fund
Alumnae
College

$42,600.00
1,501.54
312.50
210.00

.

Special Account, Stamford
Fe?e~al
Savings and Loan Association
Total

205.99

Receipts

44,830.03
48,777.12

Tota!

Disbursements
Salaries

.

Operating
expenses
Travel
.
Alumnae Fund
Alumnae
News
Equipment
Contingency
Transfers
,
Total

18,667.07
4,800.14
4,340.36
2,158.53
9,958.40
1,553.87
37.80
3,685.20

.
.

.
.
.
, .

Disbursements
Cash in checkbook on June
Cash in savings accounts
Total

3,947.09

45,201.37
30,

1962

3,575.75
39,873.02

Cash on Hand,
June 30, 1962 .

$43,448.77

The above (xxxx) presents a summary of all cash transactions
for the fiscal year,
and in our opinion, based on a review of the Treasurer's
records and bank statements,
correctly reflects cash balances under the control of the Association
Treasurer
as of
June 30, 1962.
Very

Darien,
August
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Connecticut
7, 1962

/5/

truly

yours,

William
Certified

H. Parr & Company
Public Accountants

William

H. Parr C. P. A.

CLASS

Editor of Class Notes:
Mrs. Huber Clark (Marion Vibert '24)
East Main Street, Stockbridge, Mass.

NOTES

1919
CORRESPONDENT:

(Juline Warner),
Leonia, N. ].

Mrs. Enos B. Comstock
176 Highwood
Ave.,

National honors have come to Alison
Hestings Thomson,
now
of Melbourne
Beach, Florida,
for two of her poems
which placed among the top ten in the
1961 national
American
Association
of
University Women
writing
project.
"Sea
Wrack" and "Panther"
were among the
159 submitted
by members
throughout
the country studied
and judged
by the
Decatur, Illinois,
branch
and
by professional critic Leonie Adams. Alison, cochairman of the Creative Study Group of
the local AAUW, was formerly
pres idem
of the Hartford,
Connecticut,
Poetry Club,
and poetry editor of the literary
magazinc, "Serendipidy,'
edited by Ruth Avery
French' J husband
Hollis.
The story of
the award appeared in the April 20 issue
of the MelbourNe Times.
Margaret Milchell
Goodrich writes from
her home
in
Portland
that
husband
Howard is with the Department
of Agriculture with headquarters
at Storrs. Her
son Herbert's
two children
are Doug, a
junior in high
school,
and Kathy,
in
eighth grade. Bob's two little girls are
Debbie, nine, and Cindy, five.
My sister Marion
(Hovey),
who was
here recently on vacation from the U. S.
Bureau of Mines in Salt Lake City, had
a pleasant
surprise
last winter,
when
Florence Sneveley Blossom,
of the early
CC physical
education
staff,
visited
with her. Mrs. Blossom,
driving
to the
Coast, wrote litter of her delight in the
Oregon shore, the changes in San francisco, which she had known as a child,
and her pleasant
surprise
to find she
liked 1. A. better than she had thought
she would. After leisurely sightseeing
and
visiting, she drove back to her home in
Anna Maria,
florida,
where
she lives
alone since her husband's
death. She is
mucb interested to hear about CC friends.
Retirement
from
the
Leonia
public
school system this June has added many
pleasant social surprises
to the last days
of school. r shall continue
to live at
the same address,
and plan to be very
busy catching up with some extras that
have awaited a bit of leisure!
To leave the sad news to the last Helen Gough,
CCs
first
orthodontist,
passed away in florida soon after we had
heard word of her improvement.
After
graduating
from
CC,
Helen
did
her
graduate work at Columbia,
and worked
for many years with her father, one of the
pioneers in the field of orthodontistry,
in Brooklyn. After retiring from th.e pr?fession, Helen
lived
for
a while. In
Pennsylvania
before
moving
to Florida,
where she made her home for the past
several years.

In Memoriam
HELEN GOUGH '19
CHRISTINE PICKETT

KELEHER

'23

SHiRLEY VOGEL CREGAN '29
ELSIE NELSON '33
ANN

ORDWAY DlNES '46

1920
CORRESPONDENT: Mrs. Daniel Pease (Emma Wippert),
.593 farmington
Avenue,
Hartford
.5, Conn.
Harriet Allen L'Orsa is making a prolonged
visit with her brother
and his
wife,
Martha
Houston,
in Charleston,
s. C. One of her sons spent Christmas
with her.
Leah Pick Silber reports:
"I've had no
desire
to seek warmer
climes,
but am
beginning
to dream of a summer in my
beloved Aspen (Colorado)
and am convinced there is no place quite like it
anywhere in the world. There are no '20
classmates
living in Chicago
. The
Alumnae
meeting which I always attend
is the luncheon
and guided
tour of an
outstanding
exhibit
at the
Art Institute.
My daughter married a St. Paul
man and I have two precious grandchildren. These youngsters
are a real cornpensation
for growing old."
Last week I spent several pleasant hours
with Ruth Avery French '19 in town for
a visit with her father and sister, Helen
Avery
Bailey.
When
she
returned
to
Grantham,
N. H., she found that the roof
of the aid Community House, part of the
French property,
had collapsed
under the
heavy weight of a new snowstorm.
Expert
gardener
Ruth
is already
planning
her
campaign
for the short summer growing
season.
Dorothea Marvin Detweiler,
Miff Howard, and Beuy Rumney
Poteat were all
abroad last summer at the same time. Dot
writes: "My brother and his wife asked
me to go with them for three months
when they went to England
to see their
son get his PhD. Nephew Hank attended
the University of London for three years
and now came the time when the Queen
Mother was going to shake his hand and
present
him
with
his
degree.
The
exercises were in Albert Hall and very
impressive
. Det and I and our German Shepherd
comprise our family. My
son, Det Jr., lives at Rolling
Hills 20
miles away with his family, 2 boys and
a pair of twins, boy and girl. Our daughter lives at Palos Verdes Estates, about
the same distance, with her family, a boy

and a girl. It is so nice to have them
within driving distance.
On Thursday
Hazel Woodhull
Cline is coming over for
lunch. I believe last summer she saw Dot
.Quinlard Mix at Menlo Park."
Over the phone Blizabeib WilliamJ said
that she had not gone away this winter
and had done nothing of especial interest
lately.
From Helen Gage Carle!": "1 wish I
could report something exciting from me.
However, my days are filled with interest
and never boredom. Through
a friend I
had news of Clarissa Ragsdale Harrison,
who is now director of Grove House in
Coconut
Grove,
Fla. Last winter
"while
my sister and her husband were in Florida
I managed their Antiques Shop in Mentor,
Ohio. It's a fascinating
business. I hope
to spend a little time in the East this
summer or fall."
Fanchon Hartman Title and her husband
took off last winter for an exciting
2month trip to South Africa. "At Trieste
we boarded the Europa, stopping off at
Venice, Brindisi and Aden.
A stop at
Beira,
Mozambique;
three more
weeks
asea ; and we reached Durban.
We
flew back to Athens, a contrast with its
antiquity. In Israel we saw changes since
our last trip in 1955.
In Vienna we
heard the Vienna Choir boys, visited the
Spanish
Riding
School and toured
old
palaces. Our last stop was London, where
for the first time we had rainy windy
weather."
,'Hary Brader Siegel lost her mother last
November
and has since moved to more
compact
quarters.
Her son Charles
has
two boys and a girl and she thinks that
she has done a good job of spoiling them.
At this time Brader
is visiting
Edith
Lindholsn Baldwin,
The CC College Club of Hartford
had
its annual meeting on May 15 and about
50 of us listened to an interesting
talk
by Mr. Richard Birdsall, with the result
that we wished that we might be able
to attend his history classes.
I was privileged
to be invited
t~ a
wonderful CC dinner party at the beautiful
hillside home of the Baldwins to honor
visiting Mary Brader Siegel. "Miff" drove
down from South Hadley. Other "reunion"
guests
were
Lama
Batchelder
Sharp,
Jessie
It'7illiamJ
Buck,
Dc:/"a Scht/ltlr/~
G'·0JS, Prancbon Hartman Title and Marl
Viets If/indsoj·.

1921
CORRESPONDENT:Mrs.
McCollum),
8 Lupine

Ruth Bassett
Rd., Danvers,

(Ruth
Mass.

Our president, Olive Liulebales
Corbin,
who attended Alumnae
Council weekend
and enjoyed it very much, urges us to
plan now on attending
reunion
in '63.
Her life at home goes on about as usual
with visits to her daughter
Susan and
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family in Hyattsville, Md., and to son Al
wherever he is acting. She and husband
Emory were just back from
Princeton
where Al had had a fall and winter season at the McCarter Theatre with a group
out of New
York.
For the
moment
Emory's and her theatrical
activities ha.ve
simmered down to back stage duties, with
Emory looking after the box. office and
Olive doing makeup and acting on. t~e
board of directors for the New Britain
Repertory Theatre.
I had a pleasant phon~ chat. with ~ary
Agostini
Bruni,
who lives In IPSWICh,
Mass. She and her husband had just returned
from
a winter
trailer
trip
to
Florida. She has seven children and eight
grandchildren.
....
My sister Ella Vahltetch,
IS listed 10
"Who's
Who of American Women:'
Her
husband,
though now re~ired, .spent t~n
weeks in the Far East, including
India,
Hong Kong, Siam and Japan, doing consulting work for Corn Products Co.
An editorial
"A Good Word for the
Young,·· praise~ our CatheriJ!e Cone Ford,
retired
from
Valley
Regional
School,
Essex, Cash has been teaching
teenagers
for 35 years, and thin~s that they are
just as fine, just as O1c~,. as they ever
were with the same ambitions,
the same
diffi~ulties
the same enthusiasms.
She is
referred
t~ as the ideal teacher, whose
concern has always been the child~en s?e
was teaching.
Helen
R.ich Baldwin
still
lives in Washington,
D. C MaHon Adams
Taylor and husband spent a Sunday With
them.

1922
CO_CORRESPONDENTS: Mrs. David H. Yale
(Amy Peck),
579 Yale Ave., Meriden,
Conn.
Marjorie E. Smith,
idence 6, R. J.

181 Irving

Ave.,

Prov-

On Saturday, June 16, 1%2, our fortieth
reunion, 15 members of our class gathered
at Augusta
O'Sullivan's
home for lunch
and class meeting.
Lucy McDaNnel
came
from New Jersey for the meeting, as also
did Mollie Kenig Silvers-nub
and Gladys
Smith Packard from Hartford.
Ruth Bacon
W ickwife arrived for the banquet in the
evening, The rest of us had rooms together
in Larrabee House.
Marje Smith and Amy Peck Yale came
Thursday
to attend the Alumnae
College,
and Helen Merritt and Dorothy
lY/heele,·
PietraJlo were at class to meet us Friday
morning.
.
Our class gift, presented
fo!lowl!?g a
short skit written by Gertrtlde TratJrlg at
the Alumnae Banquet (submarine,
eh Gert)
was made up of gifts from 70% of our
members.
Ruth
Bacon
llYickwire
and Gertmde
Avery Krout came the farthest
distance.
Ruth and Grant drove from Indiana
and
Gertrude had a 23-hour bus ride. Letters
were read at luncheon from Claudine Smith
Hal1e j\1ildred DUllcan, Virginia Lamprey
Stoddard (grandmother
of seven, four girls
among them), Blallche Finley (in Paris at
reunion
time), M. P. TaJ'lor Beadle in
England
and Helen
Peale
Stunner
in
Europe.
Class officers are now: President, Helen
Merritt;
Vice-president,
Helen
Tram'ig;
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Secretary
Augtlsta
O'Sullivan;
Treasurer,
Doro/hy'
Wheeler
Pietrtlilo.
As to some
vital statistics,
we (the
class)
have
29
children
and
52 grandchildren
and one
great-grandchild.
We have lost by deat,h
13 members.
Alic«
Hagar
Schoffstatt/
mother died in May; Marje lr'ells Lybolt s
husband died in January, and Helen. Claree
Mclntosh's
husband
died early this year.
Our sympathy goes out to them.
Elizabeth
Merrill
Blake's
daughter
Sally
is in the Waves and will be s~ationed. at
the Naval Air Station in BrunSWICk, Maine,
for 2 years, Liz's son's
family
was .e~larged on Feb. 4 by the arrival of Philip
Merrill
Blake,
Jr.
.
.
Our Chairman
of Fund Agents
IS still
Amy
Peck Yale,
and the correspondents
are the same. Have a good summer.

1923
CORRESPONDENT:
Mrs. Kenneth
ney (Claire
Calnen),
Mansfield
Conn.

K. KinCenter,

Ethel Kane Fielding
and her husband
Walker
visited Florida this winter,
spending most of the time in Venice.
They
flew via seaplane to Cabbage Key, a small
island off Fort Myers. Julia lf7m·ner had
the misfortune
to break
her
arm
this
winter and had to wear a plaster cast for
9 weeks.
However,
well
recovered,
she
was able to enjoy spring vacation
at Hot
Springs,
Va. Emily
Siaymake,·
Leiib-Ross
will
be in England
with
her
husband
visiting his brother at reunion
time. Later
they plan to go to Holland,
where Tony
plans to do some painting.
In April Cit/he
Calnen Kinney
spent some time visiting
friends
in the Blue Grass area of Kentucky.
The class is saddened
by the death of
Christine
Pickett
Keleher
after a lengthy
illness. Our deepest sympathy
goes to her
husband
and daughter.

1925
CoRRESPONDENT: Mrs. Edmund
(Mary Auwood),
Tres Palmas
Orange
Ave., Scottsdale,
Ariz.

J. Bernard
9, 312 So.

Marie Barleer lf7illiams shares an annual
Christmas
newsletter
with
us.
Muljie's
father
and
mother
were
both
doctors.
"Grandpa
Doc,"
her father,
Dr.
Ralph
H. Barker of Derry, N. H. (now known
as SPACETOWN,
USA),
had the honor
of giving
America's
first astronaut,
Alan
Shephard,
his first assist into outer space
when he officiated at Alan's birth.
Mullie
went
to school
with his parents.
Bark,
h~i" mother, at 88 still has the same sharp
WIt and sense of humor
and still tends
her patients in Derry.
About Mullie's
husband, 7 sons, 8 grandsons
and 6 granddaughters,
the letter says:
"This
Christmas finds most of the family at the same
old stand,
with
few changes
since
last
year. . . Since Bruce left for college
in
September,
the
greatest
change
for
Lowell and me is in having only the two
of. us at. home. After 35 years of having
chl.ldren 10 the ho~sehold
~t seems mighty
qUIet. To help
hven
thlOgS up a bit
Barbara
let us borrow
Mark
for a few
weeks
while
she was practice
teaching
towards her M. A. degree."

1926
CORRESPONDENT: Mrs. Clarence].
Good.
willie
(Mildred
Dornan),
490 N. Gulf
view Blvd., Clearwater
Beach, Fla.
Poil:r If/arner was married to Walter S.
Root 10 New
York in early November
"Upon marriage,"
writes Polly, "I becam~
an instant grandmother.
This is a new and
valued experience."
GUice Parker Schumpert's daughter Ca.
rol Lee, Wisconsin
'59, and Lyda Ch;lfield
Sudd.uth's son, George, Williams '59, were
married
recently.
Peg Durkee
McCarthy and HeleN Hood
Diei enaorj
played in the Women's State
Senior Golf Tournament
in Naples, Florida
From Babs Brooks Bixby: "lmo Hoster.
ter Thompson
is now in Okinawa. She was
enjoying
a trip around the world which
started a year ago. While in Hong Kong
a representative
of International Social Servo
ice caught up with her and prevailed upon
her to interrupt
the trip and go to Okinawa
to straighten
out the ISS office and its
affairs.
LritTY
Ferris Ay1·es and husband
went abroad
last summer, eventually met
daughter
Debbie, who was studying at the
University
of Edinburgh,
and had a good
family outing.
Last summer our (the Bixbys ) European
family
outing included
eleven of us children and in-laws rang·
ing in age from 16 to 60, All returned
speaking to each other!"
We send our loving sympathy to Belly
Demerei Gongaware, whose husband, Dr.
Hartford
Gongaware,
a well known surgeon of
winter.

Westerly,

R.

r.,

died early this

1927
COR.RESPONDENT:
(Connie
Noble),
Montclair,
N. }.

Mrs.
1. B. Gatchell
6 The Fairway, Upper

"50-,"
said
Esther
flit/It
Peacock,
"after
8 years as academic instructor at
Spring Grove State Hospital here in Baltimore, 1 resigned
and started working for
a friend
of mine who has a Reading
Clinic.
The
schedule
follows a school
vear plus summer
school with only two
weeks off, now in the middle of August:'
Her son Dan and his wife and their three
daughters
live next door, Her daughter
Ronnie lives in Connecticut, where Ronnie's
husband
is with U. S. Rubber at Naugatuck.
They
have a 2-year-old daug.hter
and a new
baby born at Easter time.
Esther
received
a note from COfa LIIIZ
enthusing
over her fabulous trip to Greece.
In September
Cora starts another yrar of
teaching
at Wilson
College.
We extend
our sincerest sympathy to
Buddy Ellioll, who lost her f~ther i? May.
Nubs Vernon
visited Buddy m Mame thr
last week of July and drove her back ~o
New
York
with Buddy's two cats, NIp
tl.nd Tuck.
Pat,
Clark,
Frannie JOlles Siremiall,
Mary Storer
Brooks and Gmlly Trap.pall
are writing
round robin letter~, a "hltle
bird told this correspondent,
add 109, Why
don't
they
use this column for letter
paper ?"
Joseph
had
a visit from
Frances
Olmstead,
who once roomed
Marguerite

with Lois Ptlfkel' Scbipul and Beryl Neily
in Mohegan House; she said Sally Carslake is now Dean of the Brearley School
in New York.
I am the newly-elected
president
of the
Conn. College
Club
of Essex
County,
N. ]. One of the programs we're planning
for the c?min$ year is a tri-county
CC
Clubs affair WIth President Shain as guest
speaker. Among
the 27-ites
invited
are
Mariall Worden
Bell, Gertrude
CarSOIl
ES~fid Alquist
LUI/d,
Flops
Surples;
Aldler, Betty Tremaine
Pierce, Lois Penny
Stephenson and Helen Tatum
WillSlow.

1935
CO-CORRESPONDENTS:Mrs. H. Neal Karr
(Petey Boomer),
125 Prospect
St., Summit, N. J.
Mrs. John B. Forrest (Betty Lou Bozell),
198 larchmont Ave., Larchmont,
N. Y.
Ham Harburger Stem and Mm'iOIl Urhite
del' Leur will
represent
our class as
agents .for the Plan .for the Sixties program
and will keep us In touch with all that
transpires.
Dorothy Krinsky Stein and her husband
are both busy with community
activities.
She concentrates on volunteer work in the
Cerebral Palsy Clinic, Red Cross Bloodmobile, Committee for a Sane Nuclear Policy and Women Strike for Peace. Her son
Fred, graduating from Harvard, is accepted
at Harv~rd . School of Business but plans
~o take 10 SIX months reserve military servICe first. Steve is finishing his sophomore
year at Dartmouth and Nancy is graduating
fr?ffi. ~lementary school.
The parents of
Virginia Latham Pearce celebrated
their
golden wedding anniversary
with her and
her family in North Carolina
in October.
She writes: "Dr. Rosemary Park's brother
was our minister in the Orient (L.I) Coogreganonal Church
back in the mid-So's.
He was a brilliant
and moving speaker."
A1arjorie Nicholson
is having a wonderful month's
holiday
in Europe,
mainly
Scandinavia, having sailed on the United
States and planning
to fly home. She reported having been skiing only once during
the past winter.
Dickie
Wormelte Patten
had her neck "whip-lashed"
in a boat last
August plus a skating tumble in December
and has been treated
for damage
to a
co~ple of vertebrae ever since "to keep me
gOlng, And frankly, what 'going' I manage
to do these days is practically at a crawl.
Having lived at full speed for so many
years, I'm terribly
frustrated
from mom
till night, and feel about 80 years old to
boot." Before she was incapacitated,
Dickie
taught 5-year olds in the Unitarian Church
School, plus the usual committee activities,
Husband Roger, who's on the mend from
an. illness of several years' duration, is busy
Wlt~ rea! estate, building and remodelling.
Their son Charles
16 drives their t a-ton
bulldozer "as though
it was a go-cart."
He's especially
interested
in electronics,
plays the drum in the school band and lives
for scuba diving in the summer.
Midge,
~ 6th grader, is a terrific reader and busy
III scouts.
Summer vacation finds all the
Pattens at their cottage on Cape Cod in
July and in Maine for an August holiday.
Subby BUff Sanders and her family went
to Bermuda for spring vacation and did
Villi

a lot of golfing.
Kay [en es A1orton and
family went to Nantucket
for their spring
holiday and, though beautiful,
it was so
windy tha~ the. ferry couldn't cross for days
and ~he bicycling proved hopeless.
Kay is
working
enthusiastically
with the Efforts
for Peace program was one of 1700
women
who left Penn.
Station
on the
longest train ever to pull out from there
(she .met Dot KriNSk.y Stein aboard)
and
says It was one of the most thrilling
experiences of her life.

1936
CORRESPONDENT: Mrs.
mersten (Shirley Durr},
Wellesley
81, Mass.

Vincent N. Ham150 Benvenue St.,

About 20 girls had :I luncheon in New
York City at the Hotel Adams in May,
They were mostly local girls except for a
group
who came down from Hartford,
[o yce Coner Kern has returned to part-time
work at the Association of American Soap
and Glycerine Producers. Betty Davis PierSOil writes that her daughter Joyce married
a Dutch doctor Dec. 16 and is living in
Amsterdam,
Holland.
Joyce met him last
summer when she traveled there with the
Experiment
in International
Living group.
~ ran i!1to Alys Griswold Haman recently
III Natick.
She was visiting her daughter
Wendy who graduates this June from Walnut Hill and will enter the program of
nursing at the University of Pittsburgh
in
the fall. Our son Paul will go to Camp
Kewaydin
again this summer.
Daughter
Linnea, "Ham" and I will be at home improving our golf.

1937
CORRESPONDENT: Mrs. Addison L. Sanford
(Frances Wallis),
20 Lincoln Road, Wayland, Mass.
Rosamond
Brown
Hansen
is teaching
Student
Nurses
Pediatrics
at the
St.
Joseph Hospital
School of Nursing
five
hours a day. Her husband,
Ed, is Professor of Speech and Drama
at Transylvania College in Lexington,
Ky., and
they have three active boys.
Bernice 117heeler writes that her address
ha~ been changed to 3 5 West Main Street,
Nian.ic,
but it is only a renaming
of
the highway on which she lives "in my
barn
which
I am
gradually
making
habitable."
Lois Beckwith
Ottinger
is living
in
Sunnyvale, Calif., where her husband is an
engineer with Lockheed Space and Missiles
Co. Their oldest son Gary is a midshipman on the Holloway Plan at the Univ.
of New Mexico; Christopher
is a Freshman at Foothill Junior College, Los Altos
Hills, and Gregory
is a senior in high
school. Lois and Guy have just returned
from
a delightful
vacation
in Hawaii,
where they saw Edith Johnson Henderson,
'38.
They
love Lexington,
their
contemporary
house and pool and hope to
stay there for a long time,
Elizabeth
Gilbert
Gehle
has recently
moved to Las Palmos 1155, Mexico, where
Bill was made Director
of Mexico and
Central Americ:l for Westinghouse
International
Co. They have four children:
Susan 18, a sophomore at Colorado
College; Cindy 16, a freshman at Gulf Park

Jr. College next fall; Chip 12, about to
enter seventh grade, and Patty 8, in fourth
~rade, They are enjoying life tremendously
III
Mexico although
it is quite different
from
Chile,
which
they dearly
roved.
Norma
Bloom
Hauserman
and husband
visited them this year for a reunion. Their
daughter is at the Univ. of Mexico.
Sara Baioman Sun reports her life full
WIth PTA,
clubs,
Sunday
School
and
three children:
Pamela 18, a freshman at
Duke University, ~ara 13 in seventh grade,
and Paul Jr. 5 In nursery school.
Last
summer was particularly
special for them
as Pamela was graduated from high school
the Valedictorian
of her class (444 students). They went to Europe on a combination business and pleasure trip and followed that with a convention
at French
Lick Springs.
Paul is president of Wheel
and Rim Sales Co., Inc.
Those 27 of us who returned for our
25th reunion
talked far into the night
catching up on each other. On Saturday
we had our picnic at Buck Lodge beyond
the amphitheater,
and spent the afternoon
exploring
all the new buildings.
At the
banquet we presented $3,000 to the Rosemary Scholarship
Fund as our class gift.
The new slate of officers was elected,
which includes Elizabeth VOIl Colditz Bassett as president,
Norma Bloom Hauserman as first vice president, Virginia Deuel
as second vice president,
MariOll Littlefield Hsacbins as treasurer,
and Dorothy
Baldwin as correspondent.

1938
CORRESPONDENT: Mrs. William B. Dolan
(M. C. Jenks),
755 Great Plain Ave.,
Needham 92, Mass.
After
reading
about
the tremendous
ovation
given Dr. Shain when he was
introduced
to the ali-college assembly on
campus last March,
it will interest you
to know that a similar reaction was expressed by Winllie Nies Northcott
only a
month
previously
when the Shains were
their
dinner
guests
in
Minneapolis,
W innie has been elected to the Board of
Trustees
of the Minneapolis
Children's
Hospital and is presently busy running for
the school board again.
If you go to the Pennfrora Hotel in
St. Petersburg,
say hello to Betty JIV «gner
Knowlton's
husband
John,
who is the
owner-manager.
Of their five children, the
oldest Katria
21 is a senior at Florida
State Univ.; John 19 recently enlisted in
the Navy; David
17 attends Darlington
Prep School in Rome, Ga.; Thomas
10
just made major Little League; and Lucinda
8 goes to 2nd grade. Wag has a string of
activities
to her credit including
Cubs,
being chairman of the Women's
Division
of the United Fund, a sustaining
representative
on the Jr. League Board,
on
the board of the Visiting Nurse Association,
and on the Altar Guild
at St.
Thomas
Episcopal
Church.
Her hobbies
ere fishing, gardening
and bird-watching.
The family takes frequent
trips on their
Chris-Craft
named "Snuffy."
In Winter Park, Fla" judy Waterhouse
Drape'" s husband
is now working
for
Coca Cola since they bought Minute Maid
in 1961. Judy says she is working for the
21

whole
community
as well as for her
family on the PTA Board, as president of the church women's organization,
and on the board of the Orange Blossom
Playhouse.
Her children
are Daniel
Jr.
17, Nancy 14 and Marianne
10. Out in
California,
julia Brewer Wood has been
a board member of the Women's
Republican
Club for the past three years
and is now a precinct captain. She has
three children: Geoff 15, Eugenia 12 and
Tom 9:lh.
Where, oh where has our class banner
been stored all these years? Please someone shake out the moths. We need it
for our 25th in '63. As Mary
Mory
Schultz has resigned as reunion chairman,
you will be hearing
from the new cochairmen, Dot Bartlett and M. C.

1941
CORRESPONDENT: Mrs. Donald N. Twaddell (Bette Smith),
State Hospital,
Embreevine, Pa.
Louise
Stevenson
Andersen
writes:
"After
16 years
residence
abroad
10
Colombia,
Chile,
Cuba,
Pakistan,
and
South Africa, we have now been settled
for almost a year in Silver Spring, Md.,
as my husband
now has a WaShington
assignment.
Our oldest daughter,
Marcia,
is a freshman at Barnard (it was rather a
disappointment
to me that she preferred
the cosmopolitan
atmosphere of New York
to all that was familiar
to me at Connecticut)'
and Susan is a junior in high
school,
keeping
busy as class secretary
and in Keyette Club. I am busy too as a
substitute
teacher and taking courses at
the U. of Maryland
to meet sec. school
certification
requirements.
Going back to
school
at this
age,
however,
is very
stimulating
and it's fun to discover that
I'm really a much better student now than
I was those many years ago." Ruth Deyoe
Barrett
and husband
Larry
took
their
oldest, Tim 11, to Europe last summer Scotland to Spain to Denmark and home,
"then
moved into a
new farm
home
Thanksgiving
lovely red barns, surrounded by white birches and long white
fence." Cathy EliaJ Moore "was in Florida
two years, attended
my conventions
and
sold there now back in biz in Phila.
office this time instead of a store.
Named
'Coinhunter.'
Buy and sell rare
coins. Hope to get to reunion."
Dorothy
Boschen
Holbein
met janet
Fletcher Ellrodt and Dodie Wilde
Crawford in NYC for lunch recently.
"Betty
Burford
Graham said she'd join us next
time." Dr. Estelle Fasolino
Ingenito
is
very busy keeping house and doing medical research
at U. of Penn.
Medical
School. Son 6:lh attends St. Aloysius Acad.
in Bryn Mawr. Donna Ed Reynolds
is
enjoying
Rochester,
"not too much CC
activity as yet. Joan (Centenary
'60) presented us with our first grandson,
Scott
Stone, last August. Ward goes to college
this year. Jean in H. S. maybe CC
material."
Marylou Sharpless Swift says it
looks as if they'll be having a Swift reunion when Hugh gets home for a quick
visit in June. "We've had a fine winter;
house all torn up with reconstruction,
a
skiing week in Vermont, new dog, Betsy at
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George School."
As Reunion
Chairman,
Betty
Burford
Grtlham wants to put in a plug for all to
return to CC for our 21st.
The class joins in sympathy
to Carol
Chappell,
rwhose
father,
F.
Valentine
Chappell,
died Feb. 19. He wa~ Honorary
Trustee of the College. Carol IS Alumnae
Trustee.
Our
sympathy
also
to Lee
Reinhardt
Greenleaf
on the death of her
husband Jim.
Reunion
was
wonderful
with
perfect
weather.
21 years has seen
a lot
of
changes
on campus
and I found
myself
peering
out of Katharine
Blunt. house
where
we were billeted
and 10okIOg at
the Student-Alumnae
Center and the new
six dorm and refectory complex next door
and feeling that perhaps this was a dream
after all and not the college we had attended.
1t was most reassuring
to hear
President
Park speak Saturday
evening at
the all-class
banquets
and be led gently
but persuasively
by the hand back to the
position
that we as alumnae
have in the
college
make-up.
It
was
a
powerful
speech and certainly the high point of the
weekend.
At our class
picnic
in the
Caroline
Black
gardens
behind
-Vinal
Priscilla Duxbury
Wescott announced
our
new class officers:
President,
Chips Van
Rees Conlon; Vice President and Reunion
Chairman
for OUf 25th, BQ Hollingshead
Seelye; Corresponding
Secretary, Sally Kiskadden
McClelland;
Treasurer,
Nen»ie
Martlill
lPheelock;
and
Class
Agent,
Barbara
Berman
Levy.
Quoting
some
statistics
from the questionnaires:
Eileen
Ba1"l"Y 11'7ilderotter has the most children,
9 all told; Brad Langdon Kellogg
has the
only set of triplets,
and Ginny
Cbope
Richmond
came the farthest
distance
to
reunion.
We were very proud and thrilled
to hear
President
Park
announce
the
appointment
of Dr. Mary
N.
Hall
as
new physician
to the College
starting
in
July.
Mary
has already
given
up her
practice
in Clinton
and will be moving
to her new house in Niantic
in July. I
counted 36 girls from '41 on campus during reunion and there were probably
more
that
1 missed:
Jessie
Ashley
Scofield,
Beebe
Berman
Levy,
Betty
Burford
Graham, Ebie Butler Cordell), Carol Chappell, Gi1ZJzy Cbope Richmond,
Min Dearborn 11'7 atson, Ruth Doyle, Priscilla Duxbury 11'7escon, Cathy Elias Mom·e,
Layne
Ernst
1P'ick, Do-is
Goldstein
Leoins on,
D/'. Mary Hall,
Mary Hoffman
Pearce,
BQ Hollingshead
Sieelye, Lit Horan, [ene
Kennedy Newman,
Kirky Kirkpcftrick
Gray,
Brad Langdon
Kellogg,
Beth Main Chandie:, Na?znie Marvin 1l'7heelock, Liz Morgan
Ked, Gtmzy Newberry
Leach, Edie Patton
Cranshaw, .Jan Ree~ Harman, Sally Rodney
Coocb, Mltn Rosnice Dean, Bette Smith
Twaddell,
Ruth Sokol Dembo,
Chips Van
Rees Co~lon, Marge IPicoff
Cooper, jane
W,.ay Lindsay, Lee Barry JPilderotter,
Peg
Munsell Palmer, Kay Keeler Irwin' and D,·
Kaibryn Verie.
.

1942
CORRESPONDENT: Mrs. Paul R. Peak
Worley),
2825 Otis Drive, Alameda,

(Jane
Calif.

Eyes
stopped
bags
dropped
seconds
ticked minds
clicked!
Then
yells from the belles of '42 who returned

for the 20th Refresher
at our Fountain
of Youth!
The 39 returnees formed the
seond larg.est contingent
on campus, and
they .una~lmously
agreed that their "joie
de vrvre
was exceeded
only by their
good looks. The weekend was a fireball
of fun and frolic and YOU shoulda
been there! Plan now for our Silver Reunion in only five years, which promises
to be full of surprises as well as being
just GOOD
for you.
lt all started
out with wonderful accommodations
on the second and third
floors
of Larrabee
(adjoining
Katharine
Blunt)
and with porter service to
boot! Lighting
wasn't the best, but Some
said that was to our benefit. Food was
superb
(remember
those blueberry pan.
cakes
and
sausage?)
and
conversation
flowed so freely that some lost it completely
(ask Site Schaap Gottlieb).
Friday evening's
Sherry and Buffet Supper
with the faculty
was followed by the
exquisite Doll Furniture
Exhibition at the
Museum.
The Alumnae Meeting in the
Auditorium
preceded
our class meetmg
Saturday
noon.
Under
a tree before larrabee
(it was
HOT in New London) with our tasty box
lunches
in hand, we had an enthusiastic
meeting
of the minds over our $1300
class gift to the College. All are looking
forward
to 3. real "blast-off"
in '67, by
which time we plan to go into orbit with
our added fuel. Betty Graham Ewell has
passed the gavel to Boots Hingsbsrg Youllg
and Edie Fuchs Allen has given the books
to Mat·ge Tilia
Chambers. Fra!/ny Hyde
Forde will continue as Vice President and
Reunion Chairman
(send her your ideas),
and Betty Bentley
Vierillg heads the new
Nominating
Committee.
jean
Mone
Coceerill of No. Hollywood,
California,
eased out Tbyrza Magnl/J Beall of Houston,
Texas,
for
longest-distance
prize.
jean
came East with two children via
drop-offs
in Illinois
(her former home
state)
and in New
Jersey. Within the
next month she will safari West again via
Yellowstone
Park,
having
gathered to"
gether husband,
children, and a new car
en route.
'I'byrzo, who seemed to spend
all her time on the telephone and who
can sell you land with or without oil
wells, left her husband and children long
enough
to include
stop-overs
in D. C.
with the Vema
Pitts Brown and GiNII)'
Kramer Leonard families, as well as with
Teddy Reibstein
Ginsberg in Philadelphia.
After Reunion
it was "on to Rochester,
N. Y." to see her sister.
Mat·y Rita Powers of Norwich received
a prize for the most interesting
job she recently had two-weeks work in beautiful Bermuda.
She is a mathematician for
the
Navy
at
the
Underwater
Sound
laboratory
in New London. Having the
most children
of those in attendance (and
looking
young
as ever)
were Beebe
Goelitz Blossom and Betty Letsch Grul/oUJ
each claiming
six offspring.
Beebe,
from Oak Park, IlL, had double reunion
duty with her Yale husband, which sped
her away too soon. Betty's flock, five of
them boys, have a fortunate
widespread
arrangement
in
Old
Greenwich
in a
gracious
nine-bedroom
"cottage"
with
tennis
courts,
baseball
diamond,
putting

green, gardens,
a greenhouse,
and Long
Island Sound at the front door. She has
budding culinary
artists
as well. Here
lie, real competition
for a summer camp!
Prizes were miniature
CC photo albums.
A CC stuffed
animal
went
to Connie
Hllghes McBrien of Portland,
Conn., for
having the youngest
child born last
jcovember.
Connie did a spectacular
job
leadmg our skit-singing
for Banquet
on
Saturday eve (a challenge
to her lullabytuned ears). We brought
down the house
with Mary Anna
Lemon
Meyer's
clever
"wntten-under-the-dryer"
lyrical
arrangements for "I've Been Workin'
on the Railroad" and "Old MacDonald."
Lem blew in
from Oyster Bay, N. Y., with her same
verve and unforgettable
Dean
Burdick
quotes. Franny Hyde Forde reported
that
our largest representation
was from Connecticut, with New york and New Jersey
following close behind.
The
Connecticut
group included Hughes, Hyde, Small, Till,
Lederer, Letsch, Bentley, Powers, C. If/iide,
Weseloh. New
York
brought
Trimble,
Weld,
Bm'dos,
Frey,
Fuchs,
Graham,
Lemon~ Scarpa. From New
Jersey came
~rdllkl!ll, J. Hall! Hingsbnr g, Nordquist,
Spencer. The Ohio ranks were composed
of Daoust, Loomis,
Stumm,
and Newmyer, while Massachusetts
sent us Barlow
Linehan, and Phippen.
Wisconsin
and
Illinois were represented
by Depuy
and
Eells, Goelita and Perry. [o an [acobson
came from New Hampshire,
Mary Pattillson '42 from Canada, Sue Schaap from
Iowa, jean Morse
from California,
and
Thryza Magnus
from
the big state
of
~exas. ~ttending
Alumnae
College
and
finding It most enjoyable
and stimulating
were Hin gsburg,
Schaap,
and Mc/gnus.
CC's new 430-member
class of '66 has
enrolled the daughters
of Sue Sjnague
Morse and Eloise Stumm
Brush and we
are hopeful for two others. Daughters
of
Barry Beach Alter
and Louisa
Bridge
Egbert are members
of the class of '65.
Fla~s for a '42 Directory
are underway,
WhICh should
mean
keeping
in better
t~uch With each other. Betty Bentley Vie~l1lg of West Hartford
brought our meetrng .to. a . refreshing
close by extending
an. mvitanon
to all to enjoy the sunshine and water at her Groton Long Point
cottage. Needless
to say, many carloads
followed her. Lit 117eselob MaxweLl, who
has founded a Children's
Art School in
Noank, was also gracious with an invitation to all.
Harvard-Yale
Boat Race added another
activity for some. Caroline Wilde Schultz
arrived via boat from Connecticut
so she
and her family could enjoy this feature.
There were tours of the campus, trips to
New London,
Groton,
the
Beach, and
other favorite
haunts
and soon it was
cocktail and banquet time. '42 joined '40,
'41, and '43 at Lambdin House one of
the brand new dorms in the FHA complex beyond the Alumnae
Center. A roast
beef dinner
was served
in the Upper
Lounge of Crozier-Williams,
class skits
and gifts were
presented
amidst
much
gaiety, and President
Park's
last address
to the Alumnae
Association
was stimulating and thought-provoking.
After a standing ovation for her, the words to "Alma
Meter" rose softly and sincerely.

Back in our weekend
dorm,
groups
talked far into the night, and 20 years
ago came back like yesterday. One regret
was not having
J0411
Jacobson
Green
demonstrate
the "twist"
as promised.
She
is no longer a New Yorker, but happily
tra.nsplanted
with her lawyer husband and
children to. Manchester, N. H., and leading
a ~ost ~ctl:ve community life. judy Bardos
Dinter IS 1O New York City a Consultant
for a Chemical Company and
her. husband
is in the pre-cast
concrete
business.
Bartow,
Phippen,
and Linehan
reported
that Flo Crockett Harkness
had
just
arrived
in Boston
to swell their
ranks.
Lcie
attended
with
her
young
daughter,
Dottie
(a
future
CCer
we
hope!),
. and. has
been
most
actively
engaged 10 Gal Scouts. She felt like some
of the others on their first trip to the
Bookshop
a sudden
return
to ask
"just where IS it?" Louise Spencer Hudson
drove up with Marge Till Chambers,
and
they plaJ:"lOed a post-reunion
visit in Saybrook With Bates Dorman as did Barlow
Hingsburg,.
Ha!l, and Nordquist.
Palm;
Scarpa Wergle IS President of the Fairfield
County Alumnae Club, which has over 200
members.
'This is a most active group,
and Palmy IS full of energy and good ideas.
She has two young sons and lives in Bedford Village, N. Y., in a house designed
by her architect
husband.
Bobbie
IVeld
McGuire is enjoying life in a college town
(Ithaca,
N. Y.) and has a son entering
Deerfield
Academy.
Both Betty Graham
Ewen and Audrey Nordquist
O'Neill
are
keeping
up with the youngest
generation
by teaching
nursery
school.
Orchids
to
them both!
It was a treat
to receive
wire~ greetings
from Sarah Guiou Fisher,
and rt helped to recall all the others who
were unable to be with us. Midge Gillingham
Marvel
sent word
that
if only
Re~nion
D:ay had not been D-Day
for
their changing houses in Princeton,
N. J.,
she would have most certainly joined the
mob. So it was with many but how
about planning
now for our "Big z yth"
and start setting up a few more caravans
such as the Ohio contingent
did this
year? What is more stimulating
than an
extra few days of hilarious
travel conversation?
Delays may result,
however,
such
as their
three-hour
launch
from
Cleveland and twelve-hour
departure
from
Connecticut
but that is part of the
fun.
Rilla Loomis
Loving,
Mary Newmeyer
Hayward,
and
Eloise
Stumm
Brusb journeyed
from Columbus to Cleveland, where Hooker
Daoust
Glendinning
had already collected Boie Deputy
PeterSOil at the airpcrt.
Hooker's
station wagon
was bulging,
but you should
have seen
it on return!
Evie, who is head of the
Upper
Wisconsin
Women's
Republican
Club, decided to remain in N. Y., and
her seat was more than filled by Hooker's
flower order from Litchfield,
Conn. The
Turnpike
helped to shift the group into
higher gear as well as the realization
that "things
were happening
at home."
Rilla had a son leaving within the week
for Dodgertown
Camp in Florida and her
own luggage
to prepare
for their sooncoming European sojourn with two daughters. Hooker,
who attended
the Alumnae
Conference
in March with Palmy Scarpa

and
Betty
Graham,
was
faced
with
preparations
for
a sizable
Graduation
~arty for son Tom. Mary Newmyer,
who
IS Columbus
and Central Ohio Alumnae
qub
President,
had hurriedly left in the
midst of a boat launching
and two sons
departing
for camp and began to worry
about the "remains."
Stummy, who moved
to <?hio from Illinois
last September, was
hopmg
to arrive home at least a few
moments
before seven houseguests
called
and in time to finish preparations
for
three of her children's
participation
in a
wedding
the following
week. While
in
Illinois,
she was president
of the local
chapter
of American
Field Service and
received a thrilling surprise when the first
student assigned was found to be a relative
of lngegerd Anderson
Yl1gstrom's.
Truly, reunion attendance meant organization and planning
to everyone but
each would
heartily
say "It was worth
it!" SEE YOU IN '67!
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CoRRESPONDENT: Mrs. Raymond
I. Post
(Betty Shank),
26 Highland
Road, Westport, Conn.
CORRESPONDENT: Mrs.
(Margie
Livingstone),
Darien, Conn.

Stafford Campbell
Shipway
Road,

Our regular correspondent,
Betty Shank
Post, has asked me to gather the news for
this issue; her usually full and well-oiled
schedule
has been
complicated
by a
recurrence
of back trouble
which
is a
result of an automobile
accident during a
Canadian
vacation last year. True to the
custom of peregrinating
Shell employees,
this spring
has meant a move for the
Posts.
Betty has done double
duty on
household
affairs while Ray was getting
established
in Seattle.
Moving
day will
follow
the close of the school year in
Westport,
Conn. Betty did find time to
attend the luncheon
given at the Woodway Country Club by the CC Club of Fairfield County,
as did Emily Carl Doois,
Helen Porer Jackson and your correspondent.
Betsy Clarendon Hattnett
has seen Pete
Franklin
Gehrig
'42 and Barbara
Smith
Peck '46 at a weekly badminton
practice
in Ridgewood,
N. J. Betsy is chairman of
the Ways and Means Committee
of the
CC Club of Bergen County.
Alan and Barbara Hogale Ferrin spent
a short time in San Juan, Puerto Rico, in
April as a contrast to their skiing weekends this winter.
Nelson and Fliv Siloers Ddly and their
daughter
Terry and son Nels stopped
in
Westport
to visit the Posts en route from
Sturbridge
Village,
Mystic Seaport
and
Conn. College.
After a short sojourn in New Canaan,
Coon., Lou and Emily Carol Davis and
their daughter
Cindy 17lh are westward
bound.
Lou has joined
Abbott
Laboratories
in North
Chicago,
and Emmie
hopes to attend reunion
after a flying
trip to Chicago for house-hunting.
Thelma
Gustafson
Wyland's
letter is a
refreshing
note for all of us who have
endured
the season known
as "spring
wind-up."
She writes: "I'm back again in
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the Central N. J. CC Club which 1 helped
form many years ago when we lived in
this area."
Thelma enclosed a delightful letter from
SiJ Johnson
Fisher in Scarsdale. N. Y.
Sis writes: "Three years ago we bought a
farm in the Berksbires, which has been
both a delight and a challenge to us. We
finally decided after years of serving as
leaders in the community and channeling
all our kids' activities
into organized
groups, we all needed some re-charging
and time to let down.
In October
Andy was named Executive Head of the
Western
edition which the Times
will
start publishing
in Calif. in the fall of
'62. This in addition
to his duties as
Assistant General Manager of the Times
makes for a full and exacting work load,
so we are happy to beat a retreat to our
country place weekends in the winter and
all summer long for the kids and me ....
Children: Pete, who is 17, has gotten an
early acceptance at Amherst
Lynne. at
14, is turning into a very pretty young
lady
.
Randy, our youngest at 12, an
endless bundle of energy, athletics and
general good spirits."
No great
events
have changed
the
status of the Campbell clan. Staff and I
stole two weeks in March to camp in
Florida. We shall be spending the summer in Darien
we're 5 minutes from
the Conn Turnpike 43'ers please take
note!
Following
reunion
notes by Barbara
Murphy
Brewster,
With forty of us back, we had the
largest reunion group on campus. Connie
Haaren
l/7elts came farthest-from
Salt
Lake City. We were also the youngest
class, which was a charming feeling except for being assigned to the fourth
floor of Larrabee for our living quarters.
COI/Nie Smilh Hall, our reunion chairman, assisted by Donie Lenz Andrus and
Bessy Pease Marshall, did a great job of
organizing
the
weekend.
Incidentally,
Connie's
twin
daughters,
Diane
and
Jackie, will be freshmen at CC this fall.
Connie showed us the colored slides which
some gals brought of their families Friday
night. This was such a hit that everyone
must bring slides to the next reunion.
Saturday we had our picnic at Bobbie
Hellmann's
house at Old Kelsey Point. It
was a perfect day for the beach though
there weren't too many of us brave enough
to stay in the water long. Our new class
officers were named at the picnic; Martha
Bo yle MorrissoJl,
president;
Belty Hammink
Carey, vice-president
and reunion
chairman;
Bobbie Hellmann,
class correspondent;
Thelma
Genejson
IVyland,
nominations
chairman;
Mary
Surgenor
Baeer, treasurer, graciously serving for a
third term. We were very sorry Surge
missed reunion.
Connie had put into a notebook all
the returned
questionnaires,
letters and
snapshots
from our classmates.
It was
required reading, of course, and we hope
to get out a reunion
letter containing
some gems from the collection. But the
fun of seeing old friends (none of us had
changed a bit, of course), bragging about
husbands and children, wondering
whatever happened to dear old so-and-so -
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all that is hard to capture on paper. So
you all should have been there. Besides,
as one anonymous
thinker put it, "You
really must come to reunion,
if only to
protect yourself."
Saturday
night
at the banquet
ea~h
class gave a brief skit and presented
!ts
reunion
gift.
Ruby Zagoren
Siloersiein,
free-lance writer, and recently named Woman of Valor for community service in Torrington, Connecticut,
wrote and presented
a profile in verse of our class.
All of us at the banquet
were very
moved by Miss Park's expression
of the
reasons a college can claim the loyalty of
its alumnae.
We wished that our class
gift of $543 had been larger.
To come
somewhere near the $3000 given by the
class of '37, it was the consensus that we
start now to plan for our twenty-fifth
reunion by having yearly class dues. We
hope that you who could not attend this
year's
reunion
will
support
a bigger
effort for our twenty-fifth
reunion
and,
more especially,
that you will be there.
The class extends its deepest sympathy
to Frannie Adams
Crane on the recent
death of her husband.

1944
CO-CORRESPONDENTS: Mrs.
sephson (Elise Abrahams),
New Britain, Conn.

Neil
D.
83 Forest

Mrs. Orin C. Witter
(Marion Kane),
Brookline Drive. West Hertford,
Conn.

JoSt.,
38

BORN:
to Arthur
and
Teee Dresher
Berry a son, Thomas Roberts, on Mar. 2
in Newfields, N. H. Teke says: "Needless
to say, this is our BIG NEWS
of the
year. Am sure you can all surmise what I
am currently doing with all of my 'spare
time'."
Mac Cox l/7al eer in Wellesley is still up
to her neck in Junior League Walk "Next
year my swan song, as I hit sustaining.
Still dabbling in real estate but I find my
children need most of the dabbling."
They
took their children on their usual winter
vacation in Florida and are planning
to
be on the Cape this summer. Mac reports
a delightful
evening
spent
with
Sue
Balderslon
Seat's in New Canaan. Sue B.
writes:
"1 finally feel at home in New
Canaan and truly love this section of the
country near enough to New York
and both sets of parents in Philadelphia,
plus Just a few hours ride to Our wonderful. little summer isl.and, Jamestown.
Big
doings up there this summer
with the
Australians challenging us for the America
Cup."
The Searses see a lot of Passy
Passavam Hende1'~oll and Sid, much of the
time on the tennis courts. "Karla Yep son
Cotriiborn,
my
sophomore
year
roommate, and I have been trying for a year
to cross paths, but no luck so far. Our
girls are all grown up, and it sure makes
me feel t:J1yage. Sue is in 9th grade _
very StudIOUS and reesrved (just like her
mother).
She just made the varsity tennis
team ~nd IS all. excited. Polly is much
more interested 10 horses than studies or
boys (I think) at this stage in her young
life. We finally broke down and bought
her one. I could write a book on 'How
Not to Buy a Horse.'''

Marly Davis is now living in Portland
Me., working
as a cost accountant at
So~thworth
Machine
Company.
She
enJOYS he.r, work and loves Maine, partly
because It s close enough to Vermont
where she can see her five nieces and
nephews. From Andover, Marge Alexallder
Harrison
reports:
"Our oldest daughter
Midge. is in her first year at Northfield
and her two younger sisters, Nancy and
Beth, are growing
up so fast that I've
found time to do some part-time work
(clerical)
at Abbot Academy. I'm really
enjoying it a great deal."
Bets Mmlroe
Mitchell is in her second
year of teaching at Hopefields school for
exceptional
children
in East Sandwich
finding it both "stimulating
and exhaust~
in&". I'm still plugging for my degree at
Bridgewater.
Modern
Math and Physics
almost finished me. See Ethel Schal! Gooch
every summer her parents live right
across the street. Enjoyed seeing Rusfy
G,.OSveJ20r
English
during the Christmas
holidays."
Rusty
reports
a wonderful
winter of skiing, and adds a warming
message
that
she is exhausted.
Rogo
writes: "The boys are going to camp _
are so grown up and rather too sophisticnted. Anne is a live wire, the more boys
her brothers
bring home the better. See
Mac a Jot and play tennis with Fran Stout
Chick every week."
Anne Davis Heaton's son, Gordon Davis,
has an appointment
to Annapolis and
is scheduled
to enter in June. An undefeated wrestler this past winter until an
injury forced him out of competition, he
was considered
in line for state honors.
The Heaton's youngest child, Laurie Anne,
enters kindergarten
in the fall. "I'll have
2V2
hOUIS
to myself each week day.
Hoorah,"
says Anne.
Mildred
Gremtey
Hodgson is happy to have lived in Shrewsbury a whole year now. "Really," she
writes, "four Christmases in a row with
four addresses was too much moving to
suit me. Am finishing a year of being a
den mother for cub
scouts
and ready
for a long vacation. Have been singing
in a -to-voice interdenominational
chorale
this past winter
and spring which has
given
many
concerts
around Worcester
and other
towns
in Massachusetts. I'm
also active in church work, especially the
women's
organization.
The boys are big
and healthy
and fond of scouting and
Little
League."
Seeley
Stetson
Mo)'er
writes from her lovely home in Scottsdale,
Ariz. that "most of our vacations take us
to California,
so when we'll get East
again is a moot question."
Shirley Berlin Goldberg
is thinking of
getting
an appropriate
uniform for her
job. "My outside
activities
are strictly
limited to chauffeuring
for piano lessons,
dancing, orthodontist.
marketing, etc. We
manage to get two weeks every winter
for Nassau or Bermuda or Palm Beach.
TI13.t fortifies
us for a while." Shirley's
doctor
husband
is a full-time
research
associate
in cancer at Harvard Medical
School and their children
are Jeff 13
(Roxbury Latin School), Jonathan 8 and
Jill 6. From Lois Hanlon J17ard, "I missed
very much the reunion last June. Ken had
a medical convention at Hot Springs and

duty called. Our family has been fine this
past year except for measles and chicken
pox. Still doing active board
work for
the LWV of West Hartford.
This year
I'm second vice-president.
One more year
to go in the Jr. League age is telling.
Out exciting news is a European
trip,
leaving in July on the new SS France, This
is our first and we can't wait."
Elfie Abrahams Josephson
reports amid
allusions to term papers and final exams:
"Out eldest daughter,
16-year-old
Gail
has received a scholarship
to fly to Israel
with 60 other high school seniors to participate in a study-sightseeing
seminar.
The rest of us will
summer
in the
customary New England manner swimming, etc., when possible,
with occasional
trips to Tanglewood
camping for the
three younger children.
I have completed
(neerfy! ) my first
back-to-school
year
and am looking
forward
to continuing
studying next year." Phyl Cunningham
in
March took a cruise to the Caribbean
as
far as Caracas. "Saw some breathtakingly
beautiful places,
some very dirty ones.
Enjoyed so much the tropical
sun while
N. Y. was in the throes of a snowstorm,
ate so much divine
Italian
food that I
gained five pounds, and managed
for the
first time in my life to get a tan. It was
a glorious vacation
one long to be
remembered. Bumped
into
Dawn
Aurell
shortly before she moved to San Francisco
and discovered that she had been living
right across the street from me for many
months. Dawn looked as chic as ever, and
1 suspect the reason for the stars in her
eyes was the fact that she was planning
to be married within
a few weeks after
our sidewalk chat. Have
enjoyed
being
back in N. Y. and am taking in all the
events I can theatre, concerts, gourmet
cooking, the gamut all the things I
missed so desperately when I was in New
Hampshire."

1945
CO-CORRESPONDENTS:Mrs. Allen Kirkpatrick (Sue Silvester),
5019 Sedgwick St.,
Washington, D. C.
Mrs. William E. Leavitt (Eleanor Strohm),
5206 Portsmouth
Rd., Washington
16,
D. C.
MARRIED: Marcia Joanna Faust
Clifford McNees on March 3.

to John

After two years at Fort Dix, Charlotte
Kavanagh Duvally, husband and three children: Anne 12, Nick 7 and Chris 4, expect to move to Fort Knox. Helen Savacool
Underbill writes from Malaya, where she
and family have been for six months and
where they are enjoying their first luxury
post: "The
political
climate
and
the
temperature climate are dramatic changes
after Warsaw. The children attend British
schools, which are only in session in the
mornings because of the heat. I spend
two or three mornings a week reading to
Braille transcribers
textbooks
for the new
blind high school and setting up a Braille
library. This is a haven of civilization
and
political stability
in the Southeast
Asia
area. It lacks the color of our previous
post but we're enjoying the normality and
leisure of it."

1946
CORRESPONDENT: Mrs. William T. Ashton
(Jane Fullerton),
Elm Knoll Farm, RD 4,
Ballston Spa, N. Y.
BORN:
to John and Mary-Nairn
Hays sen
Hartman
a son, Matthew,
on March 24.
The Hartrnans
have three girls: Melinda
8, Lisa 6 and Pam 4. In June they are
all going
to Colorado
Springs
for two
months
while
John
teaches
Spanish
at
Col.orado College Summer School. MaryNairn
says Jo Eggers
Wilkinson
and
family went out to Colorado Springs during spring vacation and saw Sally Duffield
McG!Illey. Duff and children are spending
July and August in Santa Barbara.
Skip
Coughlin
Rudolph' J
daughter
Cathy 12 has been invited to spend the
summer touring Europe with her aunt and
Cynthia 9 will go West with her uncle,
~isiting
the Oregon
Fair and points of
mterest
along
the way. Skip hopes
to
take son Richie to NYC
and spend
a
couple of weeks in Ju.ly at Long Island
Beach, N. J. "No real news same
husband,
same boy and girl," writes Judy
Willner
Stacey. Judy's
house is a year
and a half old and takes all their time
both inside and out. Mary Topping Deyoe
is taking a course in philosophy
and doing
lots of reading
as well as entertaining
Japanese
students
from Cornell.
Topper
and her family hope to do a lot of camping in Canada this summer in their new
tent. Four Morgan horses in the barn keep
Lucy Eaton Holcombe
fit, trim and very
busy. Lucy says they never have to leave
home
for
excitement
or entertainment.
From St. Louis, Mo., Glo Frost Hecker
writes that Art is manager
of the Life
Magazine
office, and she and the girls
moved from New Canaan in April. Valarie
is l D, Linda 8, Leslie 5'h, Susie 3 and
they all enjoy their new home and being
near Art's brothers and families. Glo and
Art spent a month this fall driving through
Europe Italy, Switzerland,
France and
England
in celebration
of their 10th
anniversary.
Evy Isler Schwartzmdll's
husband
Gil's
Nite Club in Acapulco is tuming
out to
be quite a success, and they will be moving
down in the fall.
Gil's new 3-year-oJd
"Joel Honey" just won the Goniff Handicap at Mexico City and Gil thinks the
horse could do well in the states.
Polly
Garland JfY estberg .r news of the moment
is a remarriage in March and the acquiring
through Jack of another wonderful
family.
"Our combined total is 7 5 girls and
2 boys, all between the ages of 7-12. Jack's
brand new home has already had to have
an addition
to make room for my three
youngsters but all runs smoothly."
Cynthia
Terry, still traveling
as part of her job,
recently returned from San Francisco, where
she went
sailing with
Lygia
DeFreitas
J obnson and husband Bruce. Cynthia says
Lygia has left for Europe on her annual
business trip and hopes to do some sightseeing, including Florence, where she hopes
to visit Ellie Kempsmisb
Nocentini,
Ditto
Grimes lVise's husband Rag, as manager
of Air Force Liaison, is kept flying between
Washington,
Colorado Springs, Dayton and
Boston. He spends ten days of the month

at home but they did manage to paper and
repaint the interior of their house. Ditto
is active in the North Shore Jr. League,
den mother of 8, yearbook chairman, parish
plan member for her church (which means
six families to keep in touch with).
Scott
is 9%, Andy 7, Cindy 5%, Brooks 3.
Cindy had a tonsillectomy.
Brooks will be
in coop. nursery school in the fall.
"I'm on the just before school closes
merry-go-round,"
writes Lindy Vail Pierce.
Chas., her husband, is rear commodore
at
the Yacht Club and that keeps Lindy hopping. Linda, her daughter, is a sophomore
at Masters' School and Lindy is planning
on taking her college shopping saving
Connecticut for dessert. They plan to do a
lot of sailing this summer except for # 2
daughter who is going to riding camp. Lee
Millter Goode is thoroughly enjoying Waterford,
Conn.
Dick's assignment
at the
Coast Guard Academy is most interesting.
He sails on the cadet European cruise as
executive officer of the bark, Eagle. They
will visit Scotland, Belgium and the Canary Islands.
At the Alumnae Council in
February, Lee saw Roz Simes Richardson,
president
of the Portland,
Me., al urnnae
club.
Sue Rothstein
Latter has just returned from three months in Europe.
Her
daughters
are 11, 14, 17, and quite busy
with school, college boards, horse shows,
etc. Barbara Smith
Peck is moving
to
Ramsey, N. ]., and eventually will go to
Philadelphia.
Tom and I had a most enjoyable trip
to Antigua, B. W. I., this March and are
looking forward to a summer at our cottage on Lake George.
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CORRESPONDENT: Mrs. R. Leonard
(Joan
Rosen),
65 Norwood
West Hartford,
Conn.

ler

KemRoad,

In January, after 10 months of building,
Helen Vinal ANderson and Henry moved
into their new house in Hingham,
Mass.
"We had been planning to make our move
since last Thanksgiving
but as is usual,
one never gets into new houses when he
plans to. We like it very much but we
sure have a great deal to do yet, especially
outside.
Right now we are in the midst of
a vast mud hole. Our house is a copy of
an old Cape with exposed beams in the
living room and a fireplace of old brick.
We're
situated on a tremendous
Jot and
we back up to the town forest. As a result,
we have quite a back yard!"
Vinnie was
sorry to have missed reunion but she managed to get a report from Elizabeth Dutton
on one of their less frequent get-togethers
since Vinnie moved to the South Shore.
Mary Batt T oylor moved recently from
Groton Long Point to Plant St. in New
London.
Mibby explained that her surprise
absence from reunion was due to involvement in the launching of the polaris submarine Thomas
Edison.
Husband
Arnett
is the executive officer. When the ship is
out, Mibby is busy being mother and father to Robin 10, Jimmy 9 and Kenny 6.
Church work, book dub and gardening are
other interests.
Catherine
Cole Peck writes from Baldwinsville, N. Y.: "Have been in our BIG
house for almost a year after longing for
more room for years. It's a real joy 5
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bedrooms, huge kitchen and pantry, with
pantry space to spare. Young'uns
are 10,
8, 6, and 4, three girls and a boy. just
housekeeping
is a full time job, not to
mention PTA, Sunday school teaching, Girl
Scouts and Brownies.
You can see what
keeps me busy, but I love it."
Ann McBride Tholfsen is moving to the
New York area, where husband Tryg will
be teaching at Teachers' College, Columbia.
"We're
looking forward to the move because the job will be interesting, but how
we love New Orleans! Children: Ellen 11,
Barbara 8 and David 4 are all very well
and busy." Ann hopes to see CC friends
on a trip north this summer.
Sally Marks Wood writes: "We spent a
wonderful week skiing at Stowe and kept
running into old friends, but no one from
Cc. Stopped on our way home to ski at
Mad River Glen and had lunch at Sugar
Bush Valley.
We'll
probably be skiing
that area from here on because we now have
a cabin on rt. 100 in that vicinity.
Our
three girls, 8, 9 and 11, are all on skis
too. The oldest is much better than I
and it won't be long before the others pass
me too. Last summer we spent two weeks
in Maine, camping on the wild and deserted shores of Mooselookemeguntic
Lake.
We proved to ourselves we could do it
and now are planning our trip to Hudson's
Bay in the summer of '63. When we get
back from there, I'll really have some news
for you."
Joan Tf7halen Murphy sent some statistics: "Three
girls:
Sally 13, janet
11,
Lauren 9. We live right near the ocean
(Beverly, Mass.)
and love it. I've kept
busy over the past years with hospital work,
PTA and little theater work, though not
simultaneously.
I'm now a substitute school
teacher and find it very interesting work."
Elaine DuCharme Fowler reports from
Greenbelt,
Md.: "Though
I will probably
never catch up with most of my classmates,
J have finally settled down to raise a family (one daughter, Susan, 15 months and
a real dear).
After a career of teaching,
studying and ending up as a dean of woo
men, I met my Waterloo
and married in
june '59. Have been enjoying the 'settled
down' feeling ever since."
Margaret
Hulst
Kluge
in Montclair,
N. J., claims the distinction of just having
returned
from a c-week African hunting
safari!
Like the rest of us, Margie feels
very relieved to be home again with the
5 children. "Main outside activities consist
of puppet theater, trouping to local hospitals and retarded nursery groups. Children's
ages are spread from 9 months to 14 years
- so there are the main interests:'
Your correspondent
had a very enjoyable
reunion with Louise Rubinstein Goldberg
while my husband and I attended a convention in St. Louis. Weezie is the proud
and busy mother of three boys' and a girl.
She is reputed to be a nne outfielder and
the envy of every child in the neighborhood.

1948
CORRESPONDENT:

(Shirley Reese),
well, N. Y.

Mrs.
3716

Merritt
Frazier

W.

Rd.,

Olson
End-

BORN to Fred and Edith Aschaffenburg
Wilhelm
a third daughter, Ann Elizabeth,
on Mar. 4.
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The Olsons are on the move again at
the end of June probably
to southern
California.
So we have a house and l/.t
airplane
for sale.
1 saw Barbara
Kite
Yeager and Joan Wilmarth
Cresap with
her two little girls and year-old son at an
impromptu
birthday
party for my Curt,
who was 5 in Larchmont at Easter. All are
fine. We have seen the Yeagers again at
a Sunday get-together
in Unadilla.
Their
girls are now 3, 5%, and 8. Barbs is busy
with Brownie Scouts, and Bill finds that
golf takes much of his free time.
Dick
and Helen Beardsley Niceelsen, with Abbie
8 and Bruce 5, drove up from Bucknell
and spent a weekend
in March with us.
While Dick attended a geology conference
at Harpur College in Binghampton,
Cindy
and I had time for a, good talk. She has
a busy year cut out for her as president
of
the Lewisburg, Pa., LWV.
Jane Wheeler
Campbell has just moved
into a new home in Newtown,
Conn. Their
Anne is almost a year old and into everything. Bill is General Manager
of Turner
Machine Company in Danbury.
John and
Mim lVard Fowler are enjoying
country
life in Littleton,
Mass.
John
is N. E.
representative
of the Ohio Scale Company.
Lisbeth is 9, Mark 7 and Jennifer
3. Mim
is involved in church, PTA and Scholarship
Trust work. Africa has piqued her interest
and she is giving talks and book reviews
on modern Africa.
Aid and Bebe Bates Stone are living in
Louisville,
Ky. Bebe enjoys her volunteer
job of setting
up an elementary
school
library.
There was a wonderful
reunion
last summer at Betsy Richards Hop eins' in
Morae, Conn.: Betsy, Hop and three of
their children;
Guilford
and Penny Penfield Spencer
and their four;
john
and
Irene Lemanski Mallick and five Mallicks;
Lee Pope Miller and her three; plus the
Stones and their three.
Angie Sbona and
her twin sister Connie also joined
them.
Twelve-year-old
Susan Stone was the oldest
of the 19 children and six-month-old
Spencer the youngest.
After CC Harriet Tinker was an animal
stuffer
at Dartmouth
from
1948-54
and
found it a great experience.
An academic
year as research assistant at Mt. Holyoke
wasn't all she hoped for.
Tink was research worker and part-time
student
with
Dr. Dunn at Columbia from 1955-57.
She
loved this and is still involved with some
of Dr. Dunn's
mouse research.
She left
only because a better job was offered at
Lasell., She is in her fifth year of teaching
at Lasell jr. College near Boston and finds
teaching
a satisfying
occupation
in spite
of long. hours, lots. of paper correcting,
preparations,
etc. Tick's parents
are still
in Connecticut,
but she has her own headquarters
in Norwich,
Vt., where
she is
active in community
and church.
Bert
Mayer Romanow
and another
CC grad,
Mrs. Huchet,
were 10 a first aid course
Tink taught in November.
She also teaches
swimming to a group of handicapped
children.
Enid
Williford
Waldron
found
house
hunting such a problem in Salt Lake City
Utah, that she became a real estate sales~
man and found a house which they love
and are enjoying getting just the way they
want it. They expect to have the back
yard landscaped
this summer.
Enid finds

that real estate really keeps her busy combined with TV work, )r. League scouts
Brownies, piano and flute lessons. ' She ran
into Peggy
Flint
Nugent
recently and
learned
that the Nugents
are going to
japan for a year of work. John and Ellie
Barber M"almfeldt
are living on Mercer
Island,
Wash.,
looking
forward
to the
Seattle World's
Fair and hoping that CC
friends will turn up for it. Their offspring
are 13, 10Y2, 6Y2 and 5. Ellie has had a
bt:sy year as leader of Barb's 7th grade
GIrl Scout troop, membership chairman of
the Children's
Orthopedic
Hospital Guild,
and member of the PTA board.
Diana Upiob» Meier has been teaching
kindergarten
half days for the last four
years in Monroe, Mich. Now that her two
Mardi 8 and Ricky 10, are in school, sh~
has taken several
extension
courses and
started on a master's degree. The Meiers
divide
their
time among
the children,
school, Cub Scouts, Di's thrift shop and
mental
health
work, and Fred's job as
Process Engineer - too busy like everyone
else, but healthy and having fun. Ed and
Jane Tilley Griffin are still in Washington,
D. C, after four years with the State
Dept., Far East Section. Ed spent the summer on a solo trip to South East Asia and
Jane spent it in D. C. doing a catalogue
of the oriental
collection
at Anderson
House Museum.
Mr. Lars Anderson, who
collected
a lot of orientaha,
was an
ambassador
to Japan in 1912-13 and first
went to the Far East in 1888. Jane is still
working on her Ph.D. in Far Eastern Art
at the U. of Michigan, has an M. A. from
NYU Institute
of Fine Arts, and spent a
year in Japan in 1955-56.
Jane does art
tours for a "lady's" group, the Washington
Tokyo
Club,
composed
of embassy and
press wives from Japan and U. S. government and military
wives, and continues
to study japanese.
Also in the Washington,
D. c., area
are Bud and Connie Tesboj Bern/on and
their three sons, Ned 10, John 9 and Hal
7¥2, and a four-legged
girl collie named
Katie. Bud opened his own office for the
practice of internal medicine last year. Af·
ter teaching for five years in a cooperative
nursery school, Connie has "graduated" to
teaching
English
to the foreign born in
the adult education
program of Montgomery County, which she hopes to continue
on a part time basis. Marge Vosgiao Feely
and Herb are very happy in their home in
North jersey.
Herb's company, a research
Jab, is now engrossed in government projects to determine
the amount of fallout in
the upper atmosphere,
the kind, the distribution,
and the rate at which it falls to
ea.rth. Herb and Marge are both active in
church, where they have met many wonderful new friends. Marge will always have
to use a respirator
of one kind or another
(courtesy
of the National
Foundation),
but is able to do more than she had
thought possible at one time. Marge typed
her note with a mouths tick. One summer
she did some tutoring,
and when the
weather
is nice she goes out in the car
and sometimes
visits friends.
Nancy Morrow Nee is suffering through
her second semester at library school at the
Univ. of Calif. at Berkeley.
She finds reo
turning
to "the groves of academe after
so long an absence to be an exhausting

and fairly traumatic experience,"
but with
luck should have her M.S. in August. Also
in the class is Helen McGrossill
Tudisco,
who lives in Oakland
and has two children. Helen reports that Jane Frederick is
teaching school in Oakland.
Polly Amrein
is living in Palo Alto doing social work
with blind babies, but plans to take off
in June for parts unknown,
possibly Asia
or Africa.

1949
Mrs. Harold K. Douthit,
Jr. (Mary Stecher), 2930 Valley Lane, Sandusky, Ohio.
CORRESPONDENT:

BORN: to Lee and Pat Manning
Miller a
third and fourth son, twin boys, Douglas
Manning and Peter Manning,
on Feb. 27.
ADOPTED: by Harry and "Chao" Cynthia
Carey Taylor, a girl, Amy, aged 3 months,
on March 22.
Don and Ronnie
[ascb
Matem
have
moved twice since their big move to California and are now renting
a house with
a pool. Don joined a group of orthopedic
surgeons in Arcadia, Calif., after finishing
his training at The University
Hospitals
of Cleveland. Ronnie says their three kids,
Dannie 6, David 4 and Cathy 2, all love
it and sported tans for Easter.
Peggy Walzer Cbaaen and Stan live in a Boston
suburb. Stan started
an electronics
company four years ago.
Their
o-year-old,
Deborah, is in kindergarten.
Since she
was married,
Peggy
has worked
on a
math magazine,
had her own print
and
frame shop in Providence,
R. I., and now
runs book fairs for schools and organizations. In April the Charrens spent a month
in Europe. Maggie
Farnsworth
Kemp is
still active in the NYC Conn. Club (she's
president) and reports that the CC Theatre
Benefit (the March
13 performance
of
"Take Her, She's Mine")
was a big success. Liz DeCamp
IP'llson and Geoffrey
moved after eight years to a 65-ye1I-old
house in Germantown
to be near the Germantown Friends School, where the children, Fred 13, Tim 11, and Mary 8, go.
Amy 4 is still at home.
Geoff is with
the Free Library of Philadelphia.
Minnie
Goldsmith Hoffheimer
and Bud, who were
enjoying their trip to Turkey,
Greece,
Switzerland, Paris and London, sent a card
from Switzerland.

1950
CO-CORRESPONDENTS:

amson (Susan Little),
Kentfield, Calif.

Mrs.
40

Frank
Corte

L. AdToluca,

Mrs. Ross S. Shade
(Mary
Clark),
53
Beach Drive, San Rafael, Calif.
BORN: to Neal and Lyn Crane TVilliams
a fourth child, third daughter, Mary Ruth,
on May 30 '61 (The family is looking
forward to seeing relatives and friends at,
the Seattle World's
Fair. Neal is now a
Coast
Guard
Lieutenant
Commander
serving as a legal officer. Laurie Anne is
nearly 11, Neal 9Y2 and Nancy Kealoha
3V2); to Tom and Joanne Borden Clancy
a fourth child, third son, John, on Dec. 2
(This Navy family is enjoying a tour of
sea duty out of San Francisco before Tom,
now a Lt. Commander,
reports to AntiSubmarine Warfare
Tactical
School
in

Norfolk
this summer. Bobby 8, Barbara 6,
and jnnmy 4Y2 keep Mom busy but do
entertain
the baby. Joanne would like to
get in:o some part-time work in math but
doesn't
relish the current
situation
'since
she learned
that the whole
department
where she worked before marriage has now
been replaced
by machines);
to Ned and
Norma
Ritz Phelps a third
child, first
daughter,
Elizabeth
Ritz,
on
Feb.
9
(Charlie
3V2 and Davey 2V2 are delighted
to have a sister. Putting
the finishing
touches on a new home will prevent the
Phelpses
from enjoying their annual ski trip
to Aspen, Colo., but there's enough snow
at home in Wayzata, Minn., to keep the
kids happy. They see Erie and Barb Long
Savage frequently
as the latter family lives
nearby);
to Paul and Rachel Ober Burrell
a third child, first daughter,
Ann, on FEb.
2 (At arrival time Paul was in the midst
of doctoral exams and David 7 had chicken
pox. Both David and Peter 4 are delighted
to have ,1 sister.
The Burrells
move in
July to Cincinnati,
where Paul will be a
French
instructor
at the University);
to
Henry and Christine Holt KUI·tZ a fourth
child, second daughter,
Tinder de Grasse,
on Feb. 22 (Tinder joined Brooks 9, Christopher 7, and Christine 4, complete with
black hair and two teeth. She did not set
a precedent
in the family, however.
She
was also a special birthday
present
for
Chris, brother);
to Bill and Jan Doherty
McCarthy a fourth child, second son, Paul
Francis, on Mar. 4 (David 4 is delighted
to have an ally against Sara 9 and Carol
6. The McCarthys are a "typical suburban
family,"
says Jan. Bill is in private practice in psychiatry in Boston.
Jan belongs
to a Medical
Woman's
Auxiliary,
LWV,
PTA, and the board of the Boston CC
Club for which she made hospitality
arrangements
for Miss Park's speech from
the hospital the day after Paul was born.
They all look forward to summer, as they
live on the water with a private beach and
sailing
dinghy);
to David
and Barbara
Blaustein
Hirschhorn
a fourth child, second daughter, Sarah Beth, on Mar. 14 (she
and Daniel 5, Michael 3 and Deborah
2
keep Mother and Father really on the go);
to Chuck and Kathy Buck Larkin a fourth
child, third
son, James
Christopher,
on
Apr. 13 (Kathy reports that Jimmy is an
angel and looks just like Mike 6. Lynn
ZY2 is very maternal.
Brian 7 is very active in all the sports offered in the 50th
state) .
Laurel Barker has received her M.D. She
is interning
at Buffalo General
Hospital.
Ron and Joan Williams enjoy a new home
in Summit, N. J., with Craig 6Y2, David
4V2 and Carol 3. Ron is in investment
banking
and Joan is becoming
enmeshed
in the PTA world. At Hess Crowell's baby
Marian is a doll, although
how she could
even locate her under the tons of Girl
Scout Cookies Brownie sisters Lynne and
Nancy Lee had to sell remains a mystery.
Billy is miffed because he's only one of
a kind.
Al
talked
to
Georgia
Kane
Schrader, who is recording secretary for the
Lansdowne
AAUW
Branch in addition to
coping with Kurt 10Y2, Mark 7V2 and
Scott 2Y2' Walt
is happily
selling real
estate. Janet Baker Tenney, AI's near neighbor, is active in the Junior
league
and

DAR and is a director
of the nursery
school just started by her church. John is
a first grader at Haverford Friends School
and Eleanor is 2Y2' Chuck is busy in the
insurance business. All three classmates are
mainstays
of the Philadelphia
Conn. College Club.
Leonard
and Joy Sbiireen
Kaufman
bought a lovely, old Spanish style home
in Manhattan
Beach, N. Y., and are busy
redecorating
it. Peter is 4% and RanJy 3.
Joy is taking piano lessons and enjoying
them.
Between
those activities
and the
hectic ones of a doctor's wife, she finds
her life a full one. Mary Lou Southard
Fuller has a five-year-old son Dave. Anyone going through
Hoboken,
N. J., can
bring us up to date on news of Richard
and Gloria GrimaS01J A1a)'es.
Toledo,
Ohio,
residents
are Joe and
Beth Steane Curl. Joe is corporate furnace
engineer
for
Owens-Corning
Fiberglass
Corp. His job involves a lot of traveling,
but Beth fills in time by being president
of the couples club at church, a director
of the Woman's
Association
at church,
circle chairman at church, taking a course
in investments
and finance at the University, being a den mother for g-year-old
Steve, room mother for 6-year-old
Tom,
and entertainer for Mary 3Y2. Near neighbors are James and Phyllis Rirdon Wilce
with Jimmy 8 and Libby 51/2' Jim is with
Libbey Glass Sales.
Byron
and Nancy
Mats
Crai n have
moved to Grand
Rapids,
Mich.,
where
Byron is branch manager
for Addressograph-Multigraph.
Mter three moves in as
many years, Jennifer
13, Charles 10 and
David 5 make friends easily. Nancy says
the schools are excellent. She has a Cub
Scout den and enjoys painting and hospital
volunteer
work.
A
delightful
Abner
Yokum
letter from Bob and Mary Jane
Redmann TfThittier corrected our report that
they live on a farm (even though the address says "farm").
They have a lOO-yearold house, but the only crop is a half
acre of lawn and the livestock
is their
son's turtle. Bob is a manufacturer's
representative in the Northeast.
Josie Frank Zelou writes from New London "with amends to the Skipper P. R.
Schratz of the tender Fulton.
Randy is
engineer
and repair officer aboard."
She
had lunch with Mar/is Blaman Powell and
Di Roberts Gibson during Alumnae Council weekend.
Bahs Harvey is still with
General Foods but now works directly with
marketing
on advertising
booklets,
packaging new products
and recipe development.
Her products are Baker's chocolate
and coconut,
log
Cabin syrups, Minute
rice and Minute tapioca.
Ralph and Roberta Trager Cohen have moved to a large
brick colonial
house on a very neglected
2/3 acre still in Bethesda.
Bert says
there's Jots of work to be done but plenty
of room for Emily 9 (now in her third
year of piano lessons and first. of ballet),
Margie 6, and Nancy 4. MarCIa Dorfman
Katz proves that one can be pretty energetic even in the Big City. She goes to
exercise classes and has also become an
avid bowler, while sedentary pursuits
include the ballet and theater in New York.
In the summer
the Katzes move to the
country,
where Irwin enjoys sailing and
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Amy 5 and Mike 2 enjoy everything. Once
a year they go to Boston for a visit with
jean
WoLf Yozell,
who holds down a
three-day-per-week
social welfare job outside and four children inside.
June will see Bob and [aue l/Yassllllg
Adams
settling
in the nation's
capital
while Bob earns his M.A. in business administration
at George Washington
University. They have enjoyed New London,
where Bob, now a Lt. Cmdr., was on the
C. G. Cutter 10 days out and 20 in. Pns
10 is in Brownies and ballet school, Jennifer 6 is in kindergarten,
and Mindy 2
keeps Jane at home, although she's found
time to sing and give voice lessons. Mary
YO/lIlg Ingham's husband John formed part
of the guard for the MacMillan-Kennedy
Bermuda
conference.
While
he was on
duty, a warehouse full of dynamite
and
combustible
liquids caught fire about 150
yards from their home. Aside from dramatic events of this nature, Mary does
advertising
and mental hospital volunteer
work. She also helps with Brownies and
has started collecting stamps. Peggy 9 has
two hours
of homework
each evenmg,
which
gives
Mary
something
else to
struggle
with. Sue 7 is also in school,
and Bill 5 starts next fall. Albert
and
Nancy
Lou Parliament
Hawkes
had a
marvelous European trip. They started in
Scotland, where Nan Lou sampled haggis,
thence to London, where they walked for
miles and saw several plays. Before going
to Paris they caught Richard III at Stratford. In France they hired a car and
driver and saw the chateaux,
Mont St.
Michel,
Normandy
and Rauen
(where
they met Fernandel).
The babysitter
said
Grace 8, John 5 and Emily 3 were delightful,
so Nan Lou is looking forward
to more travel. Ralph and Isabelle Oppenberm Gould went to Florida for Christmas
and froze. Bob 8 and Betsy 4 swam only
once. They did, however,
drive all over
southern
Florida
and
particularly
enjoyed the Everglades.
Isabelle's
job as
foreign
policy section chairman
for her
local LWV has meant many meetings to
discuss the proposed trade expansion
act.
Mary Lou Sou/hard FuJJer reports that
the fourth child is the easiest but does
make more work, particularly
when combined with school schedules:
Kathy is in
nursery
school
from 9-11:30,
Dave in
Kindergarten
from
12-2:30,
Johnny
in
first
grade
from
12:15·4:15.
The
Boston
Theater
Guild
was
a
little
richer for the attendance
cf Paul and
Rhoda Freed Malin,
and they felt the
richer too. A picture
of their children
indicates that Andrew 1 looks like Mom
and Susan 3 is a real pixie. Anne McLear
Fussell enjoyed a recent CC Club meeting,
where she saw Al Hess Crowell,
Janet
Eaker Tenney, and Georgia Kane Schrader.
Anne's sister is a senior at Carleton and
has high praise for Dr. Shain. Anne finds
her life quite full with 2V2~year-old Susan
who
talks
non-stop
and
9-month-old
Sandra who is learning to walk-quite
a
feat for a 22-pounder. First trip West this
year for Al Hess CroweJJ and Nallcy
Kearns Morril, but they missed each other
by jlist one week. Both husbands
bad
business combined with pleasure
(skiing
at Squaw Valley for the Crowells
and
sightseeing
in San Francisco
and Great
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Northwest
for the Morrises,
accompanied
by oldest son, Danny 8). Both classmates
paid fleeting visits to Mary Clark Shade.
Nancy
Chester
Cole writes from Milwaukee that her activities consist of golf,
swimming,
entertaining
children
(deughters Connie 8 and Cindy 5 Vz), feeding
and caring
for
assorted
cats and two
Great Danes, and doing volunteer
work.
She visited julie Jackson Long last summer
and hopes that Julie and her three girls
wii l return the visit this year. Bob and
Barbara Earnest Cunningham
are located in
Tenafly, N. J., from which Bob commutes
to New York as Supervisor
of Opinion
Research
for AT&T. Barb is very active
in local and state Junior Women's
Club
work.
She has
been
doing
free-lance
writing and has prospects of publishing
a
children's
book about their
three-legged
dog. As incidental
time consumers
she
has Scott 12, Mark 10, Amy 7 and Laurie
5.
For those who wonder where members
of the Class of 1950 call home, we can
report that 46 stayed in Connecticut
and
30 got no farther
than New York, with
27 more in the other New England states.
21 of us chose the Far West and 16 the
South. The Midwest
claims
35, Middle
Atlantic states 54, and 9 live overseas.
If
this doesn't add up, it's due to lack of
addresses for some of our members.

1951
CORRESPONDENT: Mrs.
Robert
(Claire Goldschmidt),
143 North
St., Hartford,
Conn.

P. Katz
Whitney

BORN:
to Walter
and Vaughan
Groner
Spilsbnry a fourth son, Hugh G., on Nov.
20 in Huntington,
N. Y. (Vaughan
reports that this baby is divine! His three
older brothers
aged 7V2, 6 and 4 also
think he is the greatest,
so life is quite
smooth for Vaughan while this lasts);
to
Walter and Nancy Clapp Miller a fourth
child, first daughter,
Kathryn
Louise, on
Apr. 16 in Eastchester,
N. Y.; to Walter
and Inez Marg Hemlock a third daughter,
Dianne
Marie, on Apr. 23 in Hartford,
Conn.; to Bob and Claire Goldschmidt
Katz a third daughter,
Wendy Gabrielle,
on Apr. 29 in Hartford,
Conn.; to Skip
and Mary Pennywitt
Lester a second child
first son, Luke Fleet, on May 2 in Sum~
mit, N. J.
At a very recent planning
session of
the new board of the greater
Hartford
Conn. College Alumnae Club it was found
that 1951 was extremely active, for among
the officers
are Connie
Kelly
Mellen
corresponding
secretary;
Janet
Stdckland
LeGrow,
vice
president;
Claire
Goldschmidt
Katz, membership
chairman;
and
Pamela Farnsworth
French, adviser.
Winter newcomers to the Hartford
area
were M. M. Suckling Sberts and Bill and
two towheads, Kathy 7 and Billy 5. Since
they live less than a mile from me, we
had a nice visit, with our four children
playing considerately
in the basement
rec
room while we gabbed upstairs.
Though
Bill's graduate training at Harvard
was in
business,
he now is with a paper company. He came on from Scottsdale,
Ariz.,
ahead of. the family and found a lovely
home. This saved M. M. much tribulation
since she had only to move in once they

arrived after a fairly difficult
auto trip
across the country in early January. M. M.
reports
that
jo
Pelkey
Shepard
looks
wonderfully
the same, and that her husband Chuck is inaugurating
some exciting
educational ideas in the new private school
he heads in Scottsdale.
M. M. and Bill
had a delightful
impromptu
get-together
at their home with Bill and Jan Strickland
Lee-row and Sid and Livvie Brock Howe
and their three lovely youngsters. M. M.
has also been in touch with Diana JV eees
Berry, who was scheduled
to visit West
Hartford but was delayed. Henry has been
transferred
and they will be moving from
the Philadelphia
area to the suburban
New York City area, probably somewhere
in Connecticut.
Through
Marilyn
117hittum, whom we
met at a political
fund-raising
"show" in
Glastonbury,
I learned that Lois Banks was
back in the East after several years in
Pittsburgh.
After graduation
Lois earned
a bachelor of divinity degree at the Univ.
of Chicago, but she felt that work in that
field was not what she had hoped, so she
then worked
and studied evenings until
she recently
obtained
an M. A. in economics. She took a position as head of
research
for the N. Y. Federal Reserve
Bank this winter,
and is living in NYc.
Her
job
entails
writing
publications
serving
all of New York State, twelve
counties in New Jersey, and one in Connecticut.
It is a "rat race" just to keep
abreast of the research she must do for
her writing.
I dropped
in to see Lois AJJen Sajfeir
and her baby Robin. lois is blessed with
a relatively
undemanding
offspring,
who
lets her sleep late in the mornings, among
other happy traits. She played happily and
quietly in her crib while Lois was recounting her trials with the telephone company
and
Western
Union
in reaching
Ann
Andrews
Paxton and her family vacationing on Cape Cod late last summer. They
were not able to get together in person
but did talk on the phone and catch up
on news. Ann and Harold, a neurosurgeon
practising in Portland,
Ore., have a daughter 3 and a son 2.
Jim and Pat Carnes Stuff do a good bit
of moving
around,
since he is a construction
superintendent
for a firm which
builds chemical
plants. So far they have
stayed in the South, which they enjoy. At
the time Pat wrote, she was preparing to
move
from
Florence,
Ala.,
back to a
former base of operations,
Tampa, Fla.
Inez Marg Hemlock has had a busy time
recently
with
husband
Walt
ill and
hospitalized
for an operation.
He is recuperating
satisfactorily
at home. Enjoying
late winter vacations were Henry and [oan
Andrew
If' hite, who spent a week skiing
in Vermont,
and Dick and Sue Bergstrom
Campbell
basking
in March sunshine in
Bermuda,
where they golfed daily at the
Mid-Ocean
Club. Bobbie Wiegand Pillote's
family's
cottage at Bethany Beach, Md.,
was lost in the March storm,
though
Roldah Northup
Cameron's family's place
at Rehoboth
Beach,
located two blocks
back from the ocean, was spared. MadlYIJ
Cobbledick
[obnson
continues
her active
interest in church work and the National
YMCA Youth Committee, from her new
home
base in E. Palestine,
Ohio.
In

March Dr. and Mrs. Cobbledick
had an
opportunity to visit Lynn and Fred when
college business took them to Ohio.

1952
CORRESPONDENT:Mrs. George M. Covert
(Norma Neri} , 49 Blueberry
Lane, Avon,
Conn.
BORN: to Dick and Shirley
Lukens
Rosseau a daughter, Ann Lukens, on Apr.
10. The Rosseaus have two other children,
Ricky 8 and Susan 6V2. They left Milwaukee in June for Pomona,
Calif. They
lived in Whittier
a few years ago and
were happy to move back to the area.
SidNey Brown Kincaid
writes,
"Still in
S~O Paolo (Brazil) and enjoying our new
house and lovely yard. This year we have
oranges, lemons, pears and persimmons
in
the garden. The
twins
are
seven
and
loving first grade at the American school.
Carl seems to be artistic
and is a tremendous help to his mother
on all her
projects. Both are the same size, although
Carolyn is leggy as a colt." Sid's activities
include church work, theater sets, portraits
and landscapes in oils, and Christmas
card
designing. When she wrote, the Kincaids
were anticipating a September
leave in the

U. S.

Betty 20m Mettler included a handsome
snapshot of her three daughters
and son
Freddie i n her Christmas
card and reports
that Rolly's business,
Mettler
Associates,
Business Brokers, is now a going concern.
The Mettlers are getting involved
in local
politics but in opposite
parties,
which
makes for
lively
discussion.
Another
picture was of Alan and Janice Wed Libmm/s baby Julie. Alan is with Monroe
Business Machines and hopes to go west
with the company. Ann Ball Rose spent a
busy fall orgnnizing
a cooperative
nursery
that son Jeff attends
daily. Ann teaches
once :J. week. Amy is now a wild but
winning 1 Y2. A newly acquired
HillmanMinx keeps Ann mobile while Don travels,
and makes possible a busy round of church
activities, duplicate
bridge,
and Great
Books course. Louise Durfee
has been
transferred from the staff of the corporate
general counsel to Mobil Oil Co.'s office
of general counsel.
Dud
vacationed
in
Europe last summer.
Joan Purtell Cassidy writes,
"I taught
junior high for a year before
marriage.
The next four years we traveled
and
finally moved to Pittsburgh,
Pa., after
Warren·s release from the Marine
Corps.
A year later an opportunity
for him with
his father's insurance agency here in Lynn,
Mass., brought us to our present address.
... Our twins, Julie Abbe and].
Warren
I!I are now 7Y2, good students
and good
athletes at the local "Y." Philip
5¥2 is
preparing for i st grade
in September
an? Susan 4 is our youngest.
We are
enjoying permanence
in our city, participating in family activities, various organizations and the political
life. This past
summer we got up our courage
to go
family camping in the White
Mts. We
hope to do it again."
r called Julie Hovey Slimmon at her
West Hartford
home and found
her recovering From a bout with the flu and
participation in the Jr. League
follies.
Sound effects for our conversation
were

provided
by Julie's two little girls, Jamie
2¥2 and Ann Heywood
11/2. Julie is a
member
of a Jr. League
singing
group
which
goes to convalescent
homes three
or four times a month to entertain
and
lead
group
singing.
Jim's
insurance
agency is flourishing,
and the Slimmons
!ogethe~ enjoy paddle tennis, at which JIm
IS particularly
.adept. Julie heard recently
from Helen Pricee Mathieson,
who in less
th.an a year moved from New Jersey, to
PIttsburgh,
to Chagrin
Falls, Ohio, and
produced
a son Peter to keep Peggy and
Andy company. Helen recently had dinner
with Gert Perkins Oliva and Mary Seaman
Clowney, who were very helpful in getting
her settled
in Ohio. Drew Mathiesen
is
now district manager of the Elevator Div.
of Westinghouse.
Bob and Mary Sessions
Marier spent
part of their skiing vacation
with Dave
and Roberta Mauro T hurrott in Franconia,
N. H. The Thurrotts,
whose home is in
Cranston,
R. I., rented a house in Franconia for the winter and spent most weekends there .. Their children, David 8, Scott
7 and Robin 2Y2, acompanied
them. The
boys are already on skis. Dave is in business for himself selling commercial
pumps.

1953
CORRESPONDENT: Mrs. Robert W.
man
(Jane
Rosen),
1 Westwood
West Hartford
17, Conn.

NewRoad.

BORN:
to Paul and Ann Gordon Steele a
third child, second son, Gordon, on Sept.
12; to Roger and Bonnie MacGregor
Britt
a fourth
child, third daughter,
Elizabeth
Harrison,
on Oct. 20; to Joseph
and
Frannie Taro Young a second child, first
son, Damian,
on Oct. 27; to Charles and
Polly Hume
Keck a second child, first
daughter,
Ann Collyer,
on Dec. 7; to
Walter and Judy Morse Littlefield
a daughter, Barrie, on Dec. 11; to Raymond and
Marion
Skerker Sader a daughter,
Emily
Heismen,
on Jan. 12.
Hildegarde
Drexl Hannum
reports that
their daughter,
Lisa Kate, who was born
in July '60, is a pleasant distraction
from
work on her Ph.D.
thesis at Univ.
of
Calif.,
where
Hunter
is a professor
of
German.
Hildie is doing some translating
for a literary magazine. The dual role of
mother and shopkeeper
keeps Susan Brown
Goldsmith
busy. A little over a year ago
Joel opened
a men's sportswear
shop in
Chappaqua
and recently a ski shop. Freddie
Hines Vaile and Chip were transferred
to
Chicago, where Chip is still with Marshall
Field.
Freddie
is arranging
Connecticut
Alumnae
contacts with high school girls
and telling
them about the College. She
has also been the Conn. College representative to the Woman's
College Board of
Chicago,
an organization
to help girls
decide to what schools to go. Karen is
G and in 1st grade; Kippy is 4 and in
mischief most of the time.
Back from Texas, Polly Hume Kece's
husband
Charlie
is practising
orthopedic
surgery
in the Washington,
D. C, area.
Polly's "intellectual
and educational"
pursuits have been lost in the shuffle of new
home problems
and the arrival of Ann.
Judy Morse Littlefield
writes from West
Boxford, Mass., that Bud is now a building
contractor.
He is building
his first house

prac.ically
alone to gain experience. Judy
and Bud are living next door to Gordon
and Susan AlaI/ley Price. Volunteer
work
in the Children's
Hospital
and for the
Symphony in Pittsburgh keeps Ann Gordon
Steele busy along with three children. Paul,
an orthopedic surgeon, is ranked number 2
nationally
in Squash
Doubles,
so they
travel around to tournaments.
Nina Davis
Jackson and Bill have bought a house in
Exeter, N. H., where Bill is Scholarships
and Admissions officer at Phillips Exeter
Academy.
Their
children
are Bobby 7;
David
5V2; and Katherine, a busy 1%.
Nina does volunteer
work at the Exeter
Hospital
and sings in a mixed
choral
group.
Other
activities
are home
and
children-centered.
They spent a weekend
in Vermont in February with Larry and
Connie Baker lP oolson, who have two boys,
Leigh and Woolie.

1954
CO_CORRESPONDENTS: Mrs. William
S.
Burlem (Betty Sager), 123 I Avenue, Coronado, Calif.
Mrs. Raymond E. Engle (Claire L. Wallach) , Pennicott Road, Quaker Hill, Conn.
BORN: to John and Nancy Evans Guthrie
a fourth son, Harold Glenn (named after
his grandfather)
on Nov. 7 (We enjoyed
seeing the Guthries last August when they
were in Coronado for a Catalina, Inc., convention); to Paul and Joan Feldgoise Jaffee
a third son, Peter Edward, on Apr. 5; to
Rowland and Jail Rowe Dugan a second
child, first son, Sean Williams,
on Mar.
8; to Dave and Pam Maddux Harlowe.a
second son, Evan Fairbanks, on Jan. 9 10
Yokasuka, Japan; to Ray and Claire Wallach Engle a second son, Timothy Grant,
on Apr. 11, which, as Claire points out,
is also the Submarine Force birthdav;
to
Kent and Ann Cross Frost a second child,
first
daughter,
Martha,
in July
1961.
(Their son Robert is 4V2. The Frosts are
still living in Worcester,
Mass.}.
From Denver,
Colo., Darla McIntosh
wrote at Christmas
time that she was
enjoying her temporary leisure after living
and working "much too hard" in Colorado
Springs. She's had several ne",:, job ~ff.ers
but had not decided on anythlOg definite.
1961 was quite an eventful
year for
Jack and Cindy Penning Rehm, with t~e
arrival of their second daughter, and Jack s
being made N. Y. advertising manager of
Suburbia Today. Cindy has seen several of
our classmates:
Judy Yanleaner Assrooe,
Nallcy
lPeiss
Klein,
Helene
Kestenman
Handelman, all members of the Conn. College Club of Westcheste.r; and Lasca Huse
Lilly, who with her family ha~ moved back
to NYC after a delightful
life 10 Baton
Rouge, La. In September
Cindy had a
gay reunion with Ann Matthews Kent, Ann
Heagney
lPeimer,
and Connie Demarest
lP,.y at Connie's
house. She saw Mary
Lee Mathesoll Larsen in August when the
Rehms were vacationing
near Mary Lee's
father's house in Connecticut. We are glad
to hear that Mary Lee is recovering from
her varied ailments suffered last year. Bob
and Mary Lee often see Norma Hamady
Richards and Ed, who are building a house
in Washington,
D. C. Last November
Cindy saw John and Anll Dygert Brady,
who spent some days in NY.
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In February 1960 j\ilissy MarClls Feuerstein and Bernie moved to New Rochelle
from Bronxville,
N. Y. They were transferred
temporarily
to
Chicago,
where
Bernie was made a vice president of Fairbanks-Morse.
When
the company moved
to New York in June '61, the Feuersteins
returned
to their New
Rochelle
home.
Bernie is still a partner in the law firm
of Scribner and Miller and is also with
Fairbanks-Morse.
Their two children
are
Susan 6 and Barbara 3Y2'
Jeanie Gehlmeyer Greiss and family devote the cold winter months to winter
sports. In February they combined business
with pleasure in upstate New York, skiing,
skating and tobogganing.
Their two boys,
4% and 2:yz, have become great skating
enthusiasts. Jeanie's other activities include
an Adult Education
course, the Concert
Series in Westbury, and church work. Bill
and 1 (Betty) had a pleasant surprise visit
in January from Barbara Papiolek Hayes'
husband Lew, who caught us up on their
activities.
The Hayeses are living in Westminster, Calif., and Lew's job at American
Cyanamid
is Animal
Health
Rep. for
Southern
Calif. Chris, their eldest child,
was born in New London
in '56; Don
came along in '57 in Calif.; and Holly
Ann was born in Iran in '58. Lew's job
with Stanford Research Institute took them
to lran in '58, and on their way they
visited various European
countries.
After
living in Teheran for a year, they returned
to the U.S. via the Far East.
Connie Farley Huns, Ridgely, and their
children,
Ridgely (Booner)
3, and Constance (Mannie)
1, have a town house in
Hyde Park, Chicago, which Connie describes as being "famous for nuclear fission,
the U. of C, and other noble endeavors."
Ridgely
is an editor with the Chicago
Daily News. A Christmas present for Ed
and Pam Kent Lttak was a promotion for
Ed just before the holidays. Pam continues
sewing, having just completed a tailoring
class, and she has also resumed
her
dancing.
November
brought
Rosario
Bascon
Murillo to NYC, where she enjoyed seeing
Ernie Quick, Nancy Maddi Avallone,
and
A"n Reagan TVeeks. Rosario returned home
to Bolivia in time to spend Christmas with
her husband Oscar and their three children.
It was fun to hear from our long lost
friend Nina Lane Payne. Nina and John
were married in March '60 and are living
in Mill Valley, C.1.1if. They have a son,
Eric, 1. Nina writes:
''I'm mostly being
a hausfrau,
with great pleasure, and two
mornings a week am teaching music and
French (by means of a guitar and strange
tales) at a nursery school. We live high
in the hills at the end of an isolated dirt
road. and it's quiet and beautiful."
Joanne
Williams
Hartley and Dick continue
to
enjoy life in Syracuse, N. Y. Last fall they
saw Jan Smith Post and John. On one of
his business trips Dick had a chance to
visit Kathy Hull Easton and Pete in their
lovely ranch style house in Virginia Beach.
Kathy writes that they expect to remain
rooted there for this final year of Pete's
shore duty.
Emilie
Camp Stouffer
and Dick have
moved to Gainesville,
Fla., where Dick is
Assistant Professor of Plant Pathology at
the University
of Florida,
plant viruses
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being his specialty. They have two husky
sons, Tom 3V2 and Scott 2. The Stouffers
recently bought their first home and "find
that gardening
in Florida is an exciting
challenge to any back yard botanist."
Last
summer Mar Robertson Jennings and Bob
bought
their
first
home
(in
the Los
Angeles area), iota which they moved two
days before their second daughter,
Anne,
was born.
Barbara Garlick
Carlson, Evans Flickinger,
Martha
Flickinger
Schroeder
and
Ted, Connie Demarest
IV1"!' and "Scoop,"
and
Ann
Heagney
If/ermer
(husband
George
was in Europe
at the
time)
gathered
for dinner
before attending
the
N. Y. Club's Theater Benefit. There they
ran into Bill and Cathy Pappas McNamara.
While George was in Europe, Ann visited
her parents
in Massachusetts
for three
weeks. Since last December the Weimers
have been happily settled in their colonial
house.
Jan Rowe
Dugan
and Rowland
get
together
for a weekly evening
of bridge
with Bob and Sally Ashkills Sbepbardson,
Jan writes, "Bob is building
and selling
houses like crazy. Sal is busy decorating
their gorgeous,
brand new home."
Rowland, on the other hand, has applied for
doctorate
study
at Trinity
College
in
Dublin, Ireland. They plan to move there
in October. Bill and Cynie Linton
Evans
were transferred
to Andrews
Air Force
Base in Maryland
last April.
Our apologies to M'Lee Catledge Daley,
who in the March '62 issue was reported
to have moved
to Saginaw,
Mich.
She
corrects us by stating that she moved to
Fairfield,
Conn.,
from
Seattle,
Wash.,
almost three years ago, has lived there
since, and intends to stay!
In May Devra
Newberg
Baum
and
Lester had the opportunity
to view the
changes and additions
to the CC campus
while they hunted for a summer
cottage
in the New London
area. Devra
writes
that their children, Marjorie 5 and Michael
4, were born 11 months apart "and it has
taken me this long to get over the shock."
Devra is working
hard at improving
her
game of golf and otherwise
keeps busy
with synagogue,
clubs, politics, and a cooperative
nursery
school.
Her
daughter
Marjorie is in nursery school with Steven
Knowlton,
son of Betty Snow Knowlton
'51. The
Baums
visited
recently
with
Micky and Mitzi Covitz Rafkin and their
children,
Holly 6, Billy 4 and John,
a
1962 addition
to the family.
Jan King
Evans and Ben have returned
to their
Washington,
D. C, home after spending
one year with the Embassy in Cuba. Ben
is with the. St.ate Department.
Their daughter Karla IS 10 nursery school, and Louise
was born in October
1960. Jan Smith
Post's husband John is busy teaching and
working
towards
his
master's
degree
while
their
two children,
Stephen
and
Cindy, are "growing up much too quickly."
Barbre Blanchard CI'aft and Don have been
busy in the real estate world,
having
bought a house in Hamden, Ccnn., and a
ski lodge in Vermont.
. Weekly sewing lessons and philanthropy
10 the Coronado
Jr. Women's
Club have
kept your West Coast correspondent
on
the go. This year promises to be a busy
one for me, as Recording
Secretary
and

Press & Publicity
Chairman
for the club.
The next two issues we return to Claire
Walldch Engle.

1955
CORRESPONDENT: Mrs. Charles S. Simonds
(Cassandra
Goss}, ArgiIla Road, Ipswich,
Mass.
BORN.:
to George
and Carol Kinsley
MurchIe a son, Douglas Robertson, on Jan
10 in Torrington,
Conn.
(George
was
ordained
and
assumed
charge
of the
French
Congregational
Church
in Torrington
on Oct. 8. The Murchies
spent
last summer visiting relatives
and doing
some sightseeing
in Europe);
to George
and Joan Perselts Schenck a third daughter,
Barbara LOUise, on Dec. 19 (aside from
her many and obvious chores as the mother
of three little girls, Joan has found time
to join in community activities in Bucyrus,
Ohio. Among her interests is a state-wide
organization
called the Child Conservation
League which studies various problems in
child rearing in its local branches).
Louise Dieckman
Lawson and her husband Blair
recently
bought
and moved
into an old 1740 salt box in Morris,
Conn. The house, situated on eight acres,
which include
a lovely brook, has been
completely
restored,
though the frieplaces
still have the original
paneling.
Blair is
senior engineer
in Naugatuck
Chemical,
a division of U. S. Rubber Co., and Louise
is working
for IBM as a systems representative.
Dottie
Beek Kinzie
and Ray,
who live in Oak Park, Ill., started out
1962 with an interesting
three-week
trip
through
the
Caribbean.
Among
their
favorite
stopping
places were Martinique
and Caracas. Ray has been made assistant
trust officer of the Lake View Trust and
Savings Bank.
Attending
a small-scale reunion in Boston given on Feb. 17 by Skip and Shirley
Smith Earle were Mac and Deedee Deming
Bundv,
Hal and Donna Bernard Jensen,
George and Gussie Heidel Gregory, Peter
and Syl Doane
Milne,
and Avery and
Cynnie Mye1"s Young.
After five years in Los Angeles, Chuck
and Adele Mushkill
Stroh have returned
to New
York.
Adele
graduated
from
UCLA in June 1961 and completed one
semester of graduate
work in English.
We are on the move again too. We will
be at the above address for the summer
and will have a permanent one in the fall
when Charlie
starts business
school. At
the moment we ate both up to our elbows
in the "Lodge
for Senator"
campaign, a
mo~t
interesting
and
eye-opening
expenence.

1956
CORRESPONDENT: Mrs. William W. Baker,
Jr. (Barbara Hostage),
111 Highland Ave.,
Cheshire, Conn.
CORRECTION:
The announcement
of the
birth of twins (the first in the class) to
John
and Diana Dow Perrell gave the
name
of only
one child.
The twins,
Geoffrey
Vernon
and Jennifer
Vernon,
were born on Oct. 24.
MARRIED:
Ann Robertson to Charles R.
Thompson on Feb. 24 (Charles is a broker
at White Weld Co. in New York. Ann is

continuing with her decorating
business
with Mary Roth Benioff under the name of
Roth Robertson Interiors.
BORN; to Ronald
and Joy Shechtman

Al,lIIkoff

a son, Jeffrey Walker, on May

19, '61 (The Mankoffs
visited Joy's home
in Hartford last November
to show everybody what a native-born
Texan looks like.
Joy returned to CC and was overcome
by
the Rec HaJJ and the beautiful
new dorms.
What really impressed her was a P. O. box
for every girl! Joy and Ronald
are enjoying many of Dallas'
varied offerings);
to
Albert and Dee Frankenstein
Bono
a
daughter, Jennifer, on June 22, '61 (They
moved into their house the May before
Jennifer's arrival and are currently
doing
some redecorating);
to Bob
and Ruth
COllghlan
JI7 ebrer
a second daughter,
Elizabeth Clare, 00 Aug. 5, '61 (Bob's
Army Reserve Unit
was activated
last
September and he was assigned
to Ft.
Jackson, S. C. When
Ruth
wrote,
the
unit was being transferred
to Ft. Benning,
Ga., and she expected
they
would
be
moving to Columbus, Ga. Ruth comments
that a year as an "Army wife" is quite
an education!);
to LeRoy and Barbara
Jelikinson Greenspon
a daughter,
Julia
Beth, on Oct. 9 (Last summer the Greensuans spent two
wonderful
weeks
in
Colorado. During
the first week
they
toured from Denver to Colorado
Springs
and through the Rocky
Mt.
National
Park; the second week they stayed at a
ranch and loafed, swam, hiked and fought
the altitude); to Herbert
and Mary Ann
Hinsch Shaffer a second child, first daughter, Pamela, on Oct. 13 (Nancy
Rutledge
jives just three blocks from the Shaffers.
Mary Ann saw Sandy
Ryburn
Taylor
10
Dayton in January and again in April);
to Ted and Marilyn DUIiIl Mapes a second
child, first son, Brian Jeffrey, on Oct. 13
(Ted and Marilyn
managed
to get in
quite a few ski trips this past winter and
have launched
their
long-considered
project of building their own ski lodge in
Waitsfield, Vt. This location enables them
to ski at Stowe, Mad River and Sugarbush. Ted is still working as an electrical
engineer in Hingham);
to Pete and Gayle
Greenlaw Lngrebam
a second child, first
son, Norman III, on Nov. 20 (Pete has
been transferred back to the home office
of the Torrington
Co. in Torrington,
Conn., to start in sales management. They
are thrilled
about
the move, especially
Gayle, since she will not be a traveling
salesman's "widow" any more. The Ingrahams have loved
their
21/2 years in
Memphis but will be glad to get back to
their Yankee f fiends and families);
to
Philip and Mary Jane Calahan
Wieler a
second child, first daughter,
Cathy, on
Dec. 10. (The Wielers look forward to
spending their summer at Fairfield Beach,
a pleasant change after the cold winter);
to Bob and Ami Hughes Montstream a
daughter, Katharine Moxon
(named after
Ami's aunt), on Dec. 25 (Th~ Montstreams now live in San FranCISCO and
love it so much that they hope they will
be there forever);
to Martin
and Joyce
Schlach! Seber a son David Howard,
on
Jan. 18 (They are lIving in Washington,
D. c., where Martin is an attorney for
the Dept. of Health, Education and ~elfare; to Ted and Sally Eustis Gerkin a

third
son, David Bradford,
on Feb. 2
(Ted ,:"as transferred
from Miami to Key
West 10 February and is now the commanding officer of the Coast Guard base
in Key West);
to Paul and Joyce Bagley
Rhemgold
a son, David Bagley, on Mar. 9
(The Rheingclds
live in Nahant
Mass
right on the ocean. They had a two-week
vacation
1O
Jamaica
at Christmas);
to
Terry
and Bobby
lVind
Fitzsimmons
a
fourth son, Terrence, on Mar. 15; to Jack
and Cynny
Kerper
Porter
a son, John
Robert, on July 6, '61 (The Porters are
presently
living in Rhode Island
where
Jack is stationed at the Fox Point Hurricane Barrier
Project in Providence).
ADOPTED:
by John and Jan Fleming
Haynes
a son, John Douglas
("Jed"),
born July 13, '61.
Gale
Anthony
Clifford
entertained
Dottie
Lazzaro
Serieea,
her two boys
(Mike
and Steve),
and Joyce
Bagley
Rbeingold at lunch in February. One of
Dottie's
activities is tutoring
Spanish to
high school students. Gale and Judy Rey~
croft gave a shower for Camie Tyson and
Anne Detarando
'57 shortly
after Judy
returned
from
a trip
to the Virgin
Islands. Gale met Anne Mahoney
Makin
and J oan Gaddy
Ahrens
in Boston in
March for a little reunion.
Guy, Gale's
husband,
just finished his season of recruiting for Raytheon Co. and they now
plan
to launch
into home-improvement
activities,
painting
inside and out. Janet
Torpey
is still working in the Personnel
Dept. at ABC and likes it as much as
ever. She has been working hard with the
CC dub of New York and worked on
the annual theater party.
Katrina
Seipp is now the secretary to
the Assistant
to the Publisher
of Look
and says it is a fascinating job, combining
editorial,
financial,
charitable,
art
and
social areas all at once. Her boss, Ed
Kerry, was the European editor for many
years
and
an old UP Bureau
Chief.
Consequently,
he has friends in all areas
and T rina finds herself
writing
letters
to all sorts of Cabinet members, artists,
peers of the realm, etc. She was lucky
enough
to find an apartment
with
a
terrace and has been spending
the weekends trying to coax ivy to grow. Trine
spent a few days in the Virgin Islands this
past fall and saw Jerry Anderson,
who
used to be the printer for the CC News;
he is now running
the Virgin
Island
Press in St. Thomas.
Trina
saw Ann
Htlthaway
Sturtevant
if!' February. a~ a
gathering
given by JakJ Rr:se. Jak! Iives
just a few blocks from T'rina and works
at General Dynamics. Sandy Ryburn Taylor
and
her
family
are
still in Dayton;
they had a rather rough year but are all
well now. They recently had a wonderful
vacation in Florida.
Cyvia Russian Arons, her husband Marvin and their two sons, Mark and Jeffery,
are' in the process of moving to Gal veston, Tex.,
where Marvin
will compl~te
his plastic surgery residency at the U~lV.
of Texas Medical Center. They are moving
to a new horne there and are very excited
about it. Bill and Janet Heim Head ~re
still living in Farmington,
N. M., which
is located
on the edge of the Navajo
Indian Reservation. Janet has bec?1?e quite
involved in state and local politics as a

precinct worker and as a member of the
Young Republicans
Club. Farmington
is
rather hot in the summer, but Bill and
Janet are looking forward to weekend
trips to Colorado,
less than an hour's
drive away. Howard
and Sue Schwartz
Gorham moved in March from a cramped
NYC apartment to a small colonial house
in Scarsdale, and their little son Eric has
been busy learning how to climb stairs.
Richard and Carla Stras senmeyer
IVilde
are looking forward to a second season of
summer weekends at their cottage on a
lake
in
northeastern
Connecticut.
A
Sailfish, the first in what they hope will
be a small family fleet, is under construction in the basement.
Allison Friend Gamier and her husband
moved in February from Massachusetts
to Short
Hills, N. J. He is Program
Manager for Kearfott Co., a division of
General
Precision, Inc. They are both
originally from the Oranges, so it is like
home. Jack and Pat Legge Foran had another addition to their family in 1961,
only this time it was a dog named
"Folly," rather than a baby. Helen Cary
IVhitney and her family are in Minneapolis,
where Bob has two more years to go as
a radiology resident. Helen and their son
Ken spent three glorious weeks in Massachusetts
this past winter enjoying
the
mountains,
snow and skiing. Helen
is
really stimulated
by a seminar
called
"Frontiers of 20th Century Science," given
especially for women science graduates in
the Minnesota
Plan for the continuing
education of women. They hear top men
in their fields and meet once every two
weeks. Jean Pentz Leonard and her husband will be moving to Danbury, where
Walter
has been transferred
as store
manager of the Goodyear store; this will
be their seventh move in 4V2 years.
Harv and Irma Leoine Alperin are in
Terryville, N. Y., where Irma has joined
an amateur
community
orchestra
as a
pianist and has already given two concerts.
Harv was in Japan for a month last fall,
attending
a conference,
visiting various
universities and research labs and having a
marvelous time. Sally Dawes Hause" has
been busy working on the cancer drive
and as one of our regional agents. Communicable diseases have kept them isolated
since spring arrived. Faith Gulick
was
promoted to the rank of assistant professor
at Colby College. Al and Joan Mikkelson
Etzel took a trip to the Virgin Islands in
March. Herb and AU11e Buchman Newman
will be leaving California when Herb gets
out of the Air Force and returning
to
New York, where Herb will enter private
practice
of pediatrics.
Anne has been
working part-time for the state in their
adoption program. In April of '61, they
spent three weeks in Japan,
a most
fascinating
experience. Arlyn
Clore Lippincott wrote just after their return from
a marvelous week at Sea Island, Ga. Hod
has stopped his daily commuting to New
York and come back to Philadelphia
to
work. Their two children, Mark and Arlyn
and
her
various
community
activities
(hospital
benefit fair, Gray Ladies and
Jr. League)
keep Arlyn busy.
Jim and Jo Milton Perkins and their
three daughters have bought a home in
Connecticut.
Jim is still in the publishing
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business in New York but with a new
firm, Holt, Rinehart and Winston. David
and Jean Harris WhitNey bought a "fake
farmhouse"
in fairfield
and have been
spending all available hours redecorating
it. Tbey also have a cottage in Maine,
which they rent to deserving souls from
mid-May through October.

1957
CORRESPONDENT:Mrs. Robert A. johnson
(Judy Crouch), 83 Hilltop Road, Mystic,
Conn.
MARRIED:
Elizabeitb
Kirch
to John
Seaton
10
Des Moines
on Sept.
20
(Libby and John ate living in NYC, where
John is working for a public accounting
firm on Wall St.) ; Nancy
Crowell
to
Willis C. Kellogg on Nov. 18 in Milford,
Conn. (Among Nancy's attendants
were
Kathy Mann,
daughter
of Chuck and
Diana
IIYitherslwo1Z Mallll,
and
Judy
CT01ICh
[obnson, Nancy and Bill are living
in Lexington,
Mass., while they commute to their respective
jobs at the
Mass. General Hospital and Miter Corp.) ;
Carroll
Smith
to Charles
E.
Rosenberg on July 22, '61
(Alex
TayLor
Coburn was matron of honor. Charles is
assistant professor at the Univ. of Wisconsin in the departments of History and
History of Science. Having
passed her
orals,
Carroll
is
flOW
writing
her
dissertation.
She was awarded
a grant
from the Social Science Research Council);
Toni Titus to Donald Van Cleft Frary in
January 1961; Doris Simons to Joel Meltzer on Nov. 26 (The Meltzers live in
Riverdale, where Joel manufactures men's
shirts. Doris has retired to being a fulltime housewife after having worked for two
years as production
co-ordinator
for an
industrial film producer.)
BORN: to Bob and J1Idy Pearce Bennett a
son, Wi11iam, on June 27, '61 (The Bennetts are now living in Somerville, N. J.,
where they have bought an old house. Bob
has joined American Cyanamid as a research chemist); to Bob and Elaine MaRaseoit Friedman a daughter, Dorian Randy,
on June 27, 1961; to George and Pat
Treat Howey a second daughter, Kathryn
Lynn, on Aug. 9 (Kathryn's
older sister
Susan is now 2. George is working for
the brokerage firm of Tucker, Anthony
and L. L. Day in Hartford);
to Jim
and
Bev
Vablteich
Daigle
a
son,
James Leon IV, on Sept. 15 (Bev is
enjoying staying at home as housewife and
mother and keeps in touch with many
classmates);
to David and EIther Skokall
Bel/Ilen a daughter, Dana Susan, on Sept.
22 (The Bennet;s have built a new home in
Torrington,
Conn.); to Donald and Toni
TiluJ Frary a daughter, Karen Elizabeth, in
October (The three Frarys Jive in their
new home in Levittown, N. ]., and Don
commutes to Camden, where he is a security
.administrator for RCA); to Ken and Sandy
lVeldol1 Johnson a son, Mark Frederick, on
Oct. 16; to A. ]. and Gretchell Stefke St.
John a daughter, Lisa Ann, in February
'61 (The St. Johns, during the past four
years, have lived in the Bahamas, Philadelphia, the Virgin Islands, and currently
Vancouver,
Wash.);
to John and Meg
lVeller HarkillJ a son, Andrew Borton, on
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May 2 (During the coming year they will
be in Lugano,
SWItzerland, where J?Jm
win
teach
English
at the
American
School);
to Stewart and Emily
Graham
It/right a daughter, Sarah Ste:wart,. o~ Sept.
4 (In June, Stew will begin !us internship at the New England M~dlCal Center
in Boston);
to Len and SylVia Pastemacle
Marx a son, Richard Henry, on July 4,
'61 (After
three years of teaching 4th
grade, Sylvia is content with housekeel?ing and sailing
the
Marx
ya~l
Lla
Mrfritt during the summer);
to JIm and
Nancy Stiles Degnan
a daughter,
Rachael
Bradford,
on Dec. 21 (Jim and Nancy
have moved to Somers, Conn. Jim is with
the Hartford
National
Bank);
to Harte
and Ann Henry Crow a daughter, Catherine
Henry, on July 2, '61 (Harte is finishing
his first year of residency at Lakeside
Hospital,
Cleveland. Ann reports
having
seen ltv end)' Allen ltv heele,-); to Richard
and Helen Morrison ELkuI a son, Kevin,
on Apr. 17 (Quote Helen: "sister Mimi
and brother Rickey are doting admirers);
to Ken and Sondra If/eldon [obnson a son,
Mark Frederick, on Oct. 16 (Last June
Ken received his MBA from the Univ.
of Chicago. He is now an accountant in
Park Ridge, Ill. Free time at the Iohnsons'
is spent remodeling
an old house. Katie
LindJdy and Sandy are the only two from
our class in their CC Club); to Bob and
S1Ie Kvim Greene a daughter,
Leslie, on
Sept. 2 (Bob is a dentist in freeport,
N. Y. Sue works part-time for IBM as
a technical writer and is Chairwoman
of
Publicity
for the CC Club of NassauSuffolk. She reports that Elaine Diamond
Berman and husband are in Virginia,
as
Richard is with the Army at Ft. Lee);
to Ed and Sadie Greene Burger a daughter,
Heidi, on May 9 (They are living in
Beaufort,
s. c., where Ed is an Army
Flight Surgeon);
to Bob and Peggy Shaw
Read a son, Kenneth,
in June
(The
Reads are settling into their dream house
in Seekonk, Mass.).
Ensign Mary [ames is a WAVE stationed
in Washington,
D. c., living in Arlington. Mary is a Communications
Watch
Officer under Adm. George W. Andrews,
Chief of Naval Operations,
and loves her
work
(classified).
The WAVES
chose
Mary to represent
them in the annual
Cherry Blossom Festival,
in which
she
was borne on a float and escorted by a
Navy officer. Henry and ElJie Loeb Loeb
and daughter Elizabeth
are enjoying
the
marvelous
southern
California
weather.
Henry, a Navy doctor, will be stationed
there for two years. Joseph and GWYllelh
Harris Mooney are states-side temporarily.
Joe is still stationed
in Morocco.
Sue
McGovern
Herndon,
husband
Roy and
their
two children,
Roy Lee III and
Kathryn Ann, are living in Los Angeles.
Roy is a resident in internal medicine at
UCLA Medical Center. Elaine MaJlasevit
Friedman,
Bob,
and daughter,
Dorian
Randy, ar~ living in Fairfield. When she
has time, she works in theatrics
and
writes. Living near her is Sandy Horn
Elslein. Vern :md Marilyn
Gordon
Vosburgh, who live in CheshiL'e, Conn., have
three children; Lisa 6, Greg 5 and Jeff 3.
Vern is salesman in New England
for
Riverside-Alloy
division
of the H. K.
Porter Co. Another Cheshire resident
is

Geovgenne Hemingway
Prince, mother of
two boys, who still finds time for waterskiing and reading.
Mardy lP' allace GLass
has two children, ]. D. 5 and Wendy 2.
In addition to two daughters, Barbara BdLings Sep plee has a female Golden Retriever
to care for. Judy Coughlin is teaching in
Melrose,
Mass.,
living in Boston. She
occasionally sees Ceder Ir'hite Smith in
Ballston Lake, N. Y., and Joan Koscbes
Rodger, who has two children, Terri 4
and Stephen 2. JOtlN Smnpson Schmidt and
husband Dick are living in Burlington,
Vt. Joan is Administrative
Assistant at
Univ. of Vermont's
Fleming Museum and
is secretary of the local
LWV. The
Charles
Coady
Browns (Jane Buxton),
with their two children,
Peter 3 and
Coady 2, live in Brookline, Mass. Charles
is training
in pathology
at the N. E.
Deecooess Hospital,
Boston. Azalea McDowell
Leceszos
and husband Manfred
arc living outside Annapolis. They have
a one-year-old son. Azalea reports having
seen Sally Lucbars
McCarthy
and Jean
SangdahL,
who has been teaching at a
private school in Vermont. The Richard
Ferraros (AnN jf/hiltaker)
and their children, Peter 2 and Laura 1, are living in
Marblehead, Mass. Gerri Maher Regan has
the largest family of all 23 boys plus
her own two sons. The Regans have
charge
of a senior
dorm
at Phillips
Academy,
Andover,
Mass., where Tom
teaches English.
Nalley TUIILe Ivers has
two children, Ricky 3 and Linda 1. She
has seen Libby Kirch Seaton and Joan
Goodson Ruef. Norie Heston Shipley needs
no outside occupation, as her three children, Virginia 5, Susan 3 and Donald 1,
keep her occupied. Salldy Maxfield
Shaw
has retired from her job as social worker
and is house hunting
in the Cohasset,
Mass., area.
John and Antoinene
Magaraci Foster
(Toni) have two boys, John 3 and Mark 2.
Toni has taught third grade, has been
an interior decorator for a furniture store,
and is choir directress and organist at the
Naval AF Base chapel in Charleston, S. C.
The Fosters
will be living on Yerba
Buena, off the coast of San Francisco, as
John is in charge of the Oceanographic
Unit on Treasure Island. Ceco Myers BailIon keeps busy with
Carolyn 3, Paul
2, Jr. League, and class agent work. She
hears from Betty Jr/ eldon Schneider, who
types briefs for her husband Ron, now at
Jaw school in Minneapolis.
In January,
LOl'tfille HttefJner
received her M.A. in
physiological sciences from Hunter College.
She is working for Cornel! Medical College. She managed to schedule a course
in Language of Music given at the Metropolitan Museum in New York. Joel and
Barbara
I/YasserS/rom Alpert,
Norman 3
and Mark 20 mos., live in Boston. Joel
is a teaching
and research
fellow in
pediatrics
at Children's
Hospital.
Cathy
Rose, while working in a book shop on
the U. C. campus in Berkeley, had a
chance encounter with Debbie It/oodward,
who has completed her Master's in political science. Cathy is now working fo~ a
book company in Oakland.
Barbara Garlock
HiJlckley is president
of
the
MacDuffie
School
for Girls
Alumnae Association
and does volunteer
work at the Wesson Maternity Hospital

in Springfield, Mass.
Connie Stein Traon
retired from
her
job
at Polaroid
in
January. She saw Bessy Beggs
Cayson at
NaJ/cy Stet/em' wedding. Earl and Nancy
HamiltoJl MacCormac are at Davidson College. Earl is preparing
a new humanities
program. Jim and Rachael AdanlJ
Lloyd
and daughter Rebecca are at Colgate Univ.,
where Jim teaches physics. Rae has had a
female lead in Chekhovs Uncle Veay«, has
taught dance and learned to sew and to
drive their V. W. Donie Dederick
received
her 11'1. A. in Spanish
from Middlebury
College last summer.
In May she gave a
shower for Anile Deterendo,
who is to
marry Allan Stephan Hartman
on June 16.
In Wallingford
f01" the weekend
were
Nallcy Keitb, Ray and Berneiie
Cur/is
Alillall and Bill and Flo Bianchi Ahem,
Jfldy Hart received her Master's
degree
from the Univ. of Bridgeport
last summer
and has been teaching in the 4th grade in
West Hartford.
She saw a good bit of
Jose and AI/II Cbombiis
La-Cambre during
the summer and reports
that
they have
been in Durham, N. c., where Jose is
working on his Ph.D.
in physics,
[oan
Schwartz Buehler is working
for Random
House in the Juvenile
Book
Dept.
and
keeps in touch
with
Jed
Pleegelman
[osepbso» and Pegotty Nanna.
The members of the class wish to express their sympathy
to president
Nancy
Keith on the loss of her mother and to
JI/dy Allen on the loss of her father.

1958
(O·CORRESPONDENTS: Mrs.
Edson
with (Jane Houseman),
175 West
St., New York 25, N. Y.
Mrs. Richard Parke
(Carol
West 104th St., New York

BORN: to Bruce
Phillips a son, Ethan

Beck93.rd

Reeves),
309
25, N. Y.

and
Gail
Nuckolls
Dwight,
on Nov. 16;
to David and Sharon O'Go1'man
Glass a
son, Glenn Sherman,
on Aug. 25; to Al
and Judy Peck K1"1lPP a son, Peter Bruce,
on Aug. 31; to Dick and Sue Boreow Ulin
a son, David Laurence, on Aug. 2l.
In Nashua, N. H .• Gail Nuc eolls Phillips
is busy with house and baby but still has
some time to keep up her painting.
Gail's
husband Bruce is a lawyer. Marlene
Rapp
Bisceglia's family has bought a house ~n
Ardsley, N. Y. She has taken a course In
landscaping and gardening
and will
be
helping out at the Community
Nursery
School to which young David will go in
the fall. We learned from Marlene
that
Kerry and Lou Degate
Cook now bave
three boys: Kerry, Peter and David;
that
Bea Rittenberg has been combining
part·
time work at New York Hospital
with
Courses at NYU; that Pat Hermes
is still
holding forth at the Famous Artists School
in Westport, Conn.; and that [one Gersen
Gilchrist and Scott are Jiving in Michigan
until late spring when Scott gets released
from the service.
A"{;ne Hinkson
Saisoll and Bea Rittenberg went to one of the NY Philharmonic
~oncerts conducted by Boulanger
filld ran
lOtOMr. Quimby of the CC MuSIC Dep.t.
and Mrs. Quimby. Doris Niemal1d
Reudtn
says Jim Jr. and the new house have k~pt
the family busy but that she ~nd JIm
managed to get in some
skatlOg
and

skiing this past winter. Someone else who
has enjoyed
winter
sports
is our own
Massachusetts
schoolmarm,
Pegott y Namrn,
Pegotty
gets to NYC occasionally
for the
weekend.
Arizona
Vacation
Dept.:
David
and
Sharon O'Gorman
Glass were there for a
month
to visit Sharon's
family.
Spring
brought
Carl Denney
back from his 13month
tour of duty on Wake Island. He
met, in addition
to his daughter
and his
patient wife Joan MichaelJ Deeney, a new
son, Mark, who was born last Sept. 4. For
the next four years the Denney
family
will be in New London, where Carl will
teach Humanities
at the CGA. Molly Fluty
Rorabnc e's Chip is 4, Andy 2 and Margaret
almost a year old. The Rorabecks did some
skiing this winter and saw Gerry and Sue
Cas-uaibo Efinger
and John
and Peggy
Morss Sso ees. Peter and Sue Miller Lowellstein
hang
out 10 a town
house
in
Alexandria,
Va. Peter has graduated
from
Georgetown
Law Center,
has passed his
bar exam,
and is working
for the US
Securities
&
Exchange
Commission
in
Washington.
Church
activities,
a discussion
group
and volunteer
work keep Judy [obnson
VanderVeer
busy when she isn't teaching.
She and Gerry found time for nine days
of
skiing
last
February.
Edie
Reddig
Creighton
writes from Seattle, where Rob
is finishing
some engineering
training. Edie
worked at Boeing Aircraft until December,
and now is busy with Coast Guard Wives
activities,
including
welcoming
newcomers
to the Pacific Northwest.
She says there
are a number of CC grads in the area, but
not from '58. Edie has asked us to pass on
her personal
thanks to those 'ygers who
contributed
to the 50th Anniversary
Fund
drive.
Bill and Sally lV ilson Looeioy vacationed
in Florida in February. Bill, who wil l be
an M,D.
in June,
will be interning
at
Columbia
Presbyterian
in NYC next year,
so the Lovejoys will remain in Manhattan,
Sue Barkow
Ulin's husband Dick is winding up his medical
school activities
this
June, as is Judy Peck Kru p p's husband AI.
Joining those of the class abroad i~ Mary
Male Savage, for Jim is stationed w.lth the
army in Germany,
The w~ole ~amJ!y has
settled there with papa until he IS released
from the service.
Your co-correspondents
are fine!

1959
CO_CORRESPONDENTS: Mrs. Nathan
Oakes,
Jr. (Carolyn
Keefe),
100 Mather
Lane,
Bratenahl
8, Ohio.
Mrs. Robert Nels Thompson
(Joan Pet~rson), 1031 Noel Drive, Menlo Park, Calif.
MARRIED:
Margaret (Marg)
Wellford
to
Owen B. Tabor on Dec. 19 (Dale If' oodfuff was a member of her weddmg party,
and Em Hodge
Brasfield.
was able. to
attend the wedding.
Marg IS ~ow worklOg
part time at Montaldos
while she completes
her
M,A.
in
English,
O,?,en
is in his final
year at Duke
~edl~al
School);
Nancy Savin ~o Imanuel .~ilhelm
on Jan. 28; Anne German to WIlham
D,
Dobbs in Middletown,
Conn., on Jan. 27
(Margaret
HenderJoJ!
.1j7hitmOl~e, Ging~,.
Reed and Martha
[Marty]
Olm were 10

the wedding. After two weeks in Barbados,
the couple returned to New York, where
Bill is associated with Real Estate Division
of S. H. Kress & Cc.) : Kathleen Walsh to
William
Francis Rooney Jr. (Mimi Adams
Bitzer was Kathy's
matron-of-honor
and
her husband John was an usher. Present
for the affair were AI/II Burdick.
Linda
Brown Beard and Sandy Sidman LArsen);
Gretcben Weinandy to Roger D. Clemence
on Aug. 19, '61 (Roger is currently studying for his Master's in Landscape Architecture and Gretchen is a research bibliographer for the Chairman
of the Anthropology
Department
at Univ.
of Penn.
Next
year
the
Clemences
will
live
10
Ann
Arbor,
Mich.,
where
Roger
will teach at the School of Architecture
at the Univ. of Michigan);
[oau Peterson
to Robert Nels Thompson
on June
16;
Ann Seidel to Charles Austin Craig, Jr.,
in West Englewood,
N. ]., on May 19
(Miriam MimJy Matthews came from San
Francisco, where she is now set up in her
own apartment
and in a new job, to be
Ann's
maid of honor. Present
for the
occasion were Ann German Dobbs and her
husband;
Sue Meyers Allman,
regrettably
without
Tom, who was at sea; COl/Hie
Snelling, who is currently teaching history
and English in a Winchester, Mass., junior
high
school
while
making
plans
for
another
trip to San Francisco
and the
Seattle World's
Fair this summer; Mama
Lee-berger,
who is looking forward
to a
fascinating
six weeks in Africa, visiting
Somali land, Kenya, Nairobe, and Tanganyika
with
her father,
who
is being
sent by the U. N. to investigate the use
of electrical
power there; Joan Buckler
Ciaybroo ee, who has completed three years
at Goucher for her degree and who is now
working
for a social security company;
and Carolyn Keefe Oakes and her husband.
Ann and Chuck, who is a non-conservative
banker at Chase Manhattan,
honeymooned
in Bermuda and are now living in New
York) .
BORN:
to Albert and Elizabeth
Marcia
Corbett Perry a son, Kenneth, on Sept. 5,
'60 and a daughter,
Anne Elizabeth,
on
Dec. 6, '61 (Marcia has stopped her piano
teaching for a while because of moving and
the children.
Her husband is completing
Nuclear Power Training and will soon be
part of the Nuclear Navy as a full lieutenant);
to Lawrence and Olivia (Muffy)
Hallowell
Hmuington
a second
son,
Charles
Stewart
Butler,
on
Jan.
21
(Muffy's
husband is working in the research department
of an investment
firm
and attending night law school as well. In
June they plan to .go to Bermuda, where
Larry is racing in the Newport-Bermuda
race);
to the Zabars,
Roselle
(RuJty)
Krueger, a son, Joseph Daniel, on June 2,
'61 (Rusty and her husband have a new
custom-built
split-level
home. They have
travelled
extensively
to Europe,
Hawaii,
Puerto
Rico, Las Vegas, California
and
Florida);
to John and Cecily (Ceci) Hawfill If'elis a son, John Robert III, on Jan.
6; to Herbert
and Jan Bremer Parker a
daughter,
Elizabeth
Ann, on Feb. 8; to
Stuart and Jill Dav;dsoll Krueger a son,
David Allan, on Mother's Day last May;
to Ken and DiaNne (Dai) Sorta O'Dwyer
a son, Brendan
Stephen,
in September
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(Ken is engaged in qualifying as a reactor
operator for the US Nuclear Navy, while
Dai's life includes "trips to market and
back and a job of domestic relations and
child
care, home
economics,
baby interpreter,
and playpen management);
to
Jeffrey
and
Emily
lP'de
KittroJJ
a
daughter,
Laura Harrison,
on Feb. 4;
to Wally and Diane Beckwith
Sisson a
daughter,
Pamela, in December;
to Clifford
and Martha
Veale
von
Lamberg
a son, Karl, on Sept. 22; to Ed and
Martha StegmtUer Speno a son, Edward
Bradley, Jr., on Jan. 21; to Preston and
Linda Hess Schiwitz a second son, Robert
Hartwell, on Feb. 24; to Butch and Holly
lP'rampelmeier
White a third child, first
daughter, Erin, on Apr. 11; to Tom and
Margot Sebring Soutberland
a daughter,
Margaret Welsh, on Sept. 13; to Bill and
ANnette Casavant Elias a son, William Edward, on Apr. 17, '61 (Bill is the navigator aboard the U.S.S. Albacore in Portsmouth,
N. H.);
to Jack
and Edmea
Silviera McCarthy
(foreign
student from
Brazil who studied with the class of '59)
a son, Jack.
Ted and Elaine Anderson
Thiesmeyer
have been at Cornell Grad School since
graduation.
Both of them got their M.A.'s
in English
literature
and are currently
working on dissertations
for their Ph.D's,
while teaching two sections each of Frosh
English as well. Another couple pursuing
Ph.D.'s
at Cornel! Grad School is John
and M,,,ilyn Sheehan IVatson. John's work
is in the Child Development
field, while
Marilyn is in Philosophy.
Keeping them
busy and complicating
work on their dissertations
somewhat
is their
daughter,
Joanne, born in June '61.
jlldy
Eichelberger
G"II11el' is happily
settled in a suburb of D. C. and teaching
8th grade history and English. Her husband is working for the defense department. They are anticipating
an overseas
assignment
in Latin America. Already in
the foreign service life and loving it is
julie
Solmsse»
Steedman.
They are in
Manila, where Julie is teaching 11th grade
history and economics, and her husband
is working for the State Department.
Betsy
Regan is still abroad in Germany, leading
an exciting and busy life, although she intends to return this August. Edie Berkowitz Hargreaves is now living in England,
having met and married an English boy.
After graduation
Edie studied at London
School of Economics. She met her husband
in Vienna and was married at home in
August '60, with David Fenton as best
man. Edie did social work training
and
is now a medical social worker in a chil·
dren's hospital, while her husband is busy
teaching
chemistry
in a boys' schoo!.
T orrtfy- Gamage Fenton saw Edie when she
was here at Christmas. Torrey is still doing
social work in New London.
Her two children
keep Mimi Adams
Bitzer busy, as well as her Junior League
work, which
includes
puppeteering
and
reading
to
a blind
graduate.
student.
John has finished courses for hIS M.B.A.
at Southern California and is now working
for Avery Adhesive Produc~s as th.e ~nder
director of corporate planmng-. MImI sees
Emmy Lou Zahllisel' Baldridxe,
who. is
quite busy running an employment servICe
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in L.A., dealing with Technical, Executive,
Professional,
General
Office,
and S~cretanal personnel.
Her husband
Jerry IS a
marketing
consultant
to McKinsey
& Co.
In Washington,
D. C. are Ann Burdick,
who is an Interior Decorator, and Dorothy
(jake)
Davis,
who is w?rkin.g
at ~he
American
University.
Pursuing l~terestJng
jobs in New York are judy Bassin, Mama
Leebnrger,
and joyce MacRae. Judy is a
free-lance
interior
designer
for
J.
P.
Maggio
Assoc.,
specializing
in interior
architecture
and design for offices. Marna
just celebrated
two years '."'ith the Junior
Red Cross and is now Senior School Consultant. Joyce is Assistant Fabric Editor of
Vogue
where she consults
fabric manufacture'rs and reports on trends in col?r,
texture,
etc., and where she works WIth
fashion designers
and auto manufacturers
and advises on the latest color trends.
Carlene Newbllrg
is teaching English to
7th graders in Belmont, Ma.ss., after completing her Master's in teaching at Harvard
in February. Leslie Crutchfield
Tompkins
is teaching art and English at a day school
in Charlotte, N. c., while her husband IS
working with a law firm, having graduated
from Harvard
Law in '61. Faye Cauley
Gage is teaching English in a high school
in Evanston, where her husband works on
his Ph.D. at the Univ. of Chicago. A teaching team is Fern Alexander Campbell and
her husband. Fern teaches French nnd will
be introducing
German
too at a Rhode
Island
high school,
while Chris teaches
math and English
at Providence
Country
Day. Still another teacher is Carole Garcia
Fricke, who taught junior high math until
last October when her husband, Noel, was
reactivated as a first lieutenant. they hope
to be back in D. C. in the fall so that
Noel can finish his final year at Georgetown Law School.
After graduation
Cordelia (Corky)
berg spent two months in Japan with the
Experiment
in International
Living,
after
which she returned to Chicago to work on
the Chicago Council on Foreign Relations,
which
even included
arranging
cocktail
parties for a 500 member Young
Adult
Group.
Now
Corky
is back at school
studying for her M.A. in anthropology
at
the Univ. of Chicago. Anne IfVamer will
be ready to graduate
from Cornell
and
the New
York School of Nursing
and
expects
then
to begin
working
in the
obstetrics
department
of
the
hospital.
Carolyn
(c. B.)
Baker Frauenfelder
is
half way towards achieving her M.A. from
Mills
College
and
is determined
to
finish before her husband
Marc gets his
Ph.D. in English from the Univ. of California and they have to leave the area.

osu.

In the service
life is Gail Glidden
Goodell, whose husband is a first lieutenant in the Air Force. Gail works in the
Registrar's
office at Webb Base Hospital.
Last fall Gail and Charlie took a trip to
El Paso and Juarez, Mexico, and they are
looking forward to a trip home to Boston
thi~ summer. Katherine
(Katty) Lloyd-Rees
Miller's marriage to a jet naval pilot on
the USS Forrestal means a Mediterranean
cmise for them in August.
Meanwhile,
while Ralph is on a Caribbean cruise, Katty
is back at the Univ. of Virginia finishing
out her teaching
term in Spanish
and

completing
her M.A.T.
in Spanish,
in
readiness to join Ralph at Virginia Beach.
Mary Prentice,
who is now living at
home in Chevy Chase and working as a
research
assistant
for a labor union in
Washington,
qualifies as our class "globe
trotter."
Last summer she took a trip to
Alaska and Hawaii and this summer plans
to go to Europe. In Europe she will ~isit
with Ann-Mary
(Speck)
Potter and Linda
Pond, both Lieutenant
j.g.'s in the Navy,
who now reside in London. Linnie and
Speck are enjoying life in London.
They
keep busy exploring the city, attending the
theater and fixing up their "flat," which is
complete with heat.
Larry and joelJa lP"erlin Ziuin, w~~ are
living
in Boston
while
Larry
finishes
Harvard
Medical
School, were
recently
visited by Fred and Dee Rebolledo NUIl1!.
The Nunns
were on their way to their
new home in Chile, where Fred is o~ a
grant. Lucy Allen Separk is now teaching
school
in Bangor,
Me., one of three
teachers in a very small elementary school
there. Shelia
O'Neill
is doing graduate
work at Georgetown
University
in Latin
American
affairs
and living
at home.
Mary Byrnes, who just returned
to S~n
Francisco
after a month's ski sojourn 10
As'pen, Colo., has t~ken a j?~ with Gil
Bascom and Bonfigli {advertising}. Mary
shares
an apartment
with Sue Camph.
Mimsy
Matthews
has recently moved to
San Francisco
and lives very near Sue
and Mary.
Lynn Graves Mitchell, who lives in Los
Angeles, not only teaches school an~ keeps
house for her lawyer husband, David, but
also manages
to find time to give a
seminar with two others on "The Influence
of Modern Art on Contemporary
Living."
After having
lived in Hawaii
for two
years and become addicted to muu-mu.us
in place of bemiudas, Holly ~P"ramp.elmeler
If/ bite now lives in San Diego With h~r
three children and husband Butch, who IS
the executive officer on a ship stationed
there. Gay Hartnett is s~ilI win9ing h.er
way around the country via A~encan .A:lrlines. Having the regular ChIcago-MeXICO
City run,
Gay finds it easy to trade
flights
with other stewardesses,
an? one
is apt to find her almost anywhere m the
U. S. as a result.
joal! Tillman,
after two years. in the
foreign
service
in Calcutta,
IndIa, has
decided to come back to the States - but
not unaccompanied.
With Joanie will be
her German
Shepherd
(Debby)
and her
Siamese cat (Laura Magoo). Chi and j1l4y
Pmlt CzajkoUiski and their large dog, BO~IS,
have all become addicted to bird watchmg
and have taken up residence in a 200.-yearold farm house in Connecticut.
Chi and
Judy both work at th~ Audubon
Center,
Chi as a teacher-naturalist
and Judy as the
secretary of the Center. Word comes from
New Haven that Martie Veale von Lam.b~rg
and her husband
Clifford are now hvmg
in Jerusalem,
Jordan,
wh~re C1iffo~d. is
taking part in an archaeJogICal expeditIOn.
This summer Cliff plans to move on to
J ran, where he will participate
in anoth~r
"dig"
and then the Von Lambergs will
retu;n to the U. S., where Cliff is studying
for his Ph.D. in anthropology.

1960
CO-CORRESPONDENTS:

Mrs. Robert A.

Feni-

more (Edith Chase),
206 B Avon Road,
Haddonfield, N. ].
Susan M. Ryder, 2085 Cornell Rd., Cleveland, Ohio.
MARRIED:
Candace Kinney to James
Moore on Mar. 10 in Mansfield,
Conn.;
Jean Crawford
to John Fishburne
on June
10, '61 in Savannah, Ga.; Polly Kurtz to
John E. Baynum on Aug. 19, '61 in Wilmington, Del. (Maureen
Mehls
was the
maid of honor and Cynthia Enloe a bridesmaid); Joan Wertheim to S. Joseph Carris
on Dec. 17, '61 in New York; Joan Murrl1y to John Alden Webster on April 13 in
Geneva, m.; Dianne Schon/and
to Lt. j. g.
Andrew H. Sims on Oct. 26 in New London, Conn.
BORN: to Frank and Linda AmeJ Porter
a daughter, Amy, in November;
to Bruce
and Jane Kempner
King
a son, Robert
Bruce II, on Apr. 10; to David and joanne Daniels Soloman a daughter,
Melissa,
on Christmas
day; to Tony
and Carol
Broggini Catlin a son, Anthony Breke, Jr.,
on May 6; to Don and Margaret
Hammahan Harris a son, Ramson, on Jan. 29;
to Jon and Karen Hoffman
Hanson
a
daughter in June '61; to Bill and Muriel
Benbeim Saunders
a daughter,
Lorraine
Liddell, on Apr. 11; to John and Elizabeth
Strauon Galtman a son, John W., on Feb.
21; to Richard and Ann Milner
1r'itlner
a son, Douglas Bruce, on Oct. 3.
At a miniature reunion
of Yale '59 and
Conn. '60 at the home of Bart and Mary
Cornelius Schmitt, we caught up with the
activities of several members
of our class.
ludy Van Law Loucks was there with news
of Sue Montgome1'y,
who is teaching
6th
grade in NYC, and Molly Blackalt, who is
attending Harvard
in the M.A.T. program.
Betsy Frament Brown
is teaching
junior
high in New Jersey. Susan Twyeffort
is
returning from Hong Kong in the fall. In
late January Merry Lee Corwin
was in
Puerto Rico participating
in the
first
phase of her training for the Peace Corps.
A fascinating letter from Betty Moss Burr
was written from the island of Adak, far
out on the Aleutian chain in Alaska. Betty
claims to have the distinction
of living
farther west in the U.S. than any other
member of our class. Betty is editor of the
Wives' Club newspaper
there, which takes
her back to Conn Census days.
Mam'een Mehls
is a systems
service
representative with IBM and on her weekly
trips to NYC from New Haven she often
runs into jill Reale. Jill is as busy as ever
with her job at McGraw-Hili,
plus the CC
Alumnae
Club,
the
Republican
Party,
lenox Alumnae
activities,
etc. I chatted
on the phone with another
New Yorker,
Pat Wertheim Abrahams.
Pat is also working at McGraw-Hill.
Ellen Purdy W'ebster
wrote just before she left India for the
U.S. She has had a wonderfully
interesting year "playing the role of mem-sahib,"
while John studied, served as pastor, and
taught a course at Isabella
Thoburn
College. Ellen also did work
at a village
clinic.

Betsy Thompson
Beabolet,
who is living
in Cambridge,
gave us tidbits from scattered classmates.
Linda Strassenmeyer
returned from a year in Germany and is now
working
in New Haven.
Anne Megrew
Hackmann
and Kent are now in Ann Ar·
bar, where he is working
for an M.A. in
history and Ann is working
and auditing
courses.
jane Kempner
King and Bruce
have moved to Upper St. Clair, Pa., where
Bruce has joined the Mellon Institute
as
an Independent
Fellow.
Linda Ames Portee and Frank are leaving
sunny
California
for Cambridge,
where
Frank will attend Harvard
Law School.
Tommy
Saunders is spending
the summer
biking
through
Germany,
Austria
and
Switzerland,
before leaving for the Univ.
of Wisconsin,
where she is going to work
for her M.A. Joyce Rosenfeld
Schiff writes
from Columbus,
Ohio,
that she is kept
busy with her two children,
Randy and
Patricia,
while her husband is working as
a stockbroker.

1961
CORRESPONDENT: Lois Waplington,
Drive, Old Westbury, N. Y.

Kings

MARRIED:
Judy Kearns to Lt. j. g. John
]. McCabe in a full-dress military wedding
on Dec. 2 (Carol Marjy and Marion Hauck
were bridesmaids.
After a honeymoon
trip
to Nassau,
Judy and John set up housekeeping briefly in Waterford.
In January
John left for four months in the Mediterranean
and Judy went to stay with her
family in Hartford);
Anne Marie Hardin
to Vince Obsitnik on Dec. 28 (They are
now living in Waterford
in the same house
that
Judy
and John
McCabe
rented);
Brendt Randolph
to James S. Reyburn in
February (They are living in NYC);
Gloria Ferguson
to Harvey Levinsobn
in December 1959 (Gloria left Connecticut after
her sophomore
year, attended N.Y.U.,
received her B.A. in February 1961. She was
certified
to teach English
in secondary
school, but her teaching
endeavors
came
to an end with the arrival of Alan Andrew,
born Dec. 7. The Levinsohns
are living
in Jersey City, N. J.); Cornelia Manual to
Daniel
B. Ford, j., on Nov. 28. '59
(Cornelia,
who left Connecticut
after her
sophomore
year, is the mother of a daughter, Elise, born June 8, '61. Now living
in Cleveland
Ohio, she keeps busy in many
activities of 'the Jr. League);
Edie Darling
to Robert J. Adams in June 1%0 (Edie
transferred
to Northwestern
Univ. in 1959,
staying for a year. The Adamses reside
in Memphis,
Tenn.
Bob gave up te.achmg
dentistry
last year and has gone mto a
flourishing
private practice.
Their family
extends
to a six-month-old
English
bull
dog); Lydia Coleman to.
Dwight Hutchinson (They have been living m Cha~lestOl;t,
N
C
since October
1960.
DWIght IS
aboard the submarine
T hom back as engineering
officer.
They. have a daughter,
Susan Taylor, who arrived on Sept. 15);
julie Emerson to Richard Pew, Jr., on Mar.
31 in Portland,
Me. (Joan Karslaee and
Gay Crampton
117esson were in the wedding party.
The Pews are living in Norfolk, Va., where Dick is stationed on the
U.S.S. TillJ); Jan Hall to Lt. John 1. Mc-

J.

Ewan on Feb. 3 in Webster, Mass. (lAura
Cohen, Toby and Sue Troast ]f/iniarski,
and Duncan
and Peggy Moyer
Bennet
made it through a snowstorm to attend the
wedding) .
BORN:
to Tom and Linda McCormick.
Po-ressel a son, Thomas Patrick III, on
Feb. 12. Tom is still serving aboard the
"Blenny'' and they expect to be in Groton
fr another year.
In Hartford,
Conn., janet Dolan
and
Barbara Negri are working for Conn. General Life Insurance
Co. They share an
apartment
with Lee White,
who is em"
ployed by Travelers Insurance Co. Lee is
very happy with her job, which is closely
connected with "good 01' Economics."
M.
Zahniser is back at our Alma Mater working in the admissions office. Lois Waplington visited her in March when on campus
for Alumnae Council.
Since January judy (Tang)
Tesgerman
has been in the International
Division of
McGraw Hill as secretary to the director
of advertising
and promotion
of books
abroad. Sally Foote Martin has been temporarily pounding a typewriter for IBM in
Boston. Al was called into the service in
March and spent four months at Navy OCS
in Newport.
New orders moved them from
Boston as of June 15. Nency Larson is
now doing her field work assignment
as
Jr. Executive Trainee at R. H. Macy Co.
as part of the on-the-job training of the
Harvard-Radcliffe
program in Business Administration.
Roberta Siegel is doing psycoo-physiological
research at N.Y.U. while
working for her master's degree in psychology there.
Robin Foster Spaulding had a chance to
visit with [oan Karslake and Leslie Pomeroy, when she saw them at Conn. night
at the Pops in Boston in May. Paula Parker
has a new job lined up for September
teaching French in Wellesley High School,
Wellesley,
Mass. Marg 117atson journeyed
to Washington
over her spring vacation
while your correspondent
spent a perfectly
delightful week in Puerto Rico. Pat Fleming was graduated from the Univ. of North
Carolina in 1961 and is busy doing graduate work for her Ph.D. in Clinical Psychology at Teachers College at Columbia.
At the same time she works at Queens
College in the sociology department.
Barbara Frick jung is enjoying Army life in
Aberdeen, Md. Her husband Jim was recently called into active duty.
Beth Earle Hudacko is in Europe follow.
ing her husband around various Mediterranean ports, including
Monte Carlo and
Barcelona.
Debbie
jordan
is living in
Waban,
Mass., and working
in Boston.
She is presently working at a law firm.
Mary Wofford
is attending
Columbia
Teachers College working toward her master's
degree
in English
and education.
Living with Mary is Suzy Tuceer, who
is assistant to the president of an advertising firm.
Suey's play, "A Shepherd's
Clock Does Not Keep Time,"
was produced in Germany
this past fall in an
army special services show. jane Mills,
a new arrival to New York (March),
is
living with Marcia Silverman in the Village.
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ALUMNAE ANNUAL GIVING
1961-1962
$60,525.30

Total received to date
Number of graduate contributors
Number of non-graduate contributors
Amount of Club gifts
Amount of Class gifts

.
.

1,844
297
$ 4,180.85
$ 8,103.00

PROGRAM

IN this year of transition

from a capital funds drive to
an annual giving program, the Connecticut College
alumna has again demonstrated her loyalty to her College.
To all the 815 alumnae who have worked as fund agents,
and to the 2141 who have made contributions to this
new program, thereby becoming active members of the
Alumnae Association, we say "Thank you." Alumnae are
wonderful people.
ROBERT H. PIERCE

(Many alumnae have been fulfilling their pledges to
the 50th Anniversary fund Drive during 1961-62. Alumnae gifts to the Col1ege from this source have amounted
to $44,077.43)

Director of Development
CHARLOTTE

FRISCH

GARLOCK

'25

Chairman of Fund Agents

CC ENGAGEMENT CALENDAR
The Student Development Committee is offering a
Connecticut College Engagement Calendar for 1963. The
price is $1.35 including the cost of mailing. These calendars make excellent Christmas gi fts and are convenient
daily aids, with ample room beside each date to jot down
appointments and reminders. Many new pictures of the
campus and various college activities make it an especially
fine gift for friends and relatives who have never seen
Connecticut College. Orders may be placed through Miss
Alice C. Orndorff, Box 864, Connecticut College, New
London, Connecticut. Please make checks payable to the
Student Development Committee.

IMPORTANT
ALUMNAE DAY
ON CAMPUS
Saturday, October 6, 1962
COME
and see this beautiful campus while College is in session.
You will meet President Shain and
faculty members at lunch. You are
urged to bring prospective students
with you who will participate in a
program sponsored by the Admissions
Office. Watch your mail for a detailed
program.

ELECTION

T HE

Nominating Committee welcomes your suggestions for the
offices to be filled in the 1963 elections. Each name submitted
will be given careful consideration. Here is a way in which you can
demonstrate interest in your Association.
Please send names with qualifications of those you designate before December 1 to the Chairman of the Nominating Committee: Mrs.
Frank P. Foster (Frances Brooks '30), 84 Valentine Street, West
Newton, Massachusetts.
First Vice President ...
Remarks:
Director from the 40's
Remarks:
Chairman of Nominating Committee
Remarks:
Signed

.

.

